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Introduction
This document presents the Parenting Curriculum for Parents of Children with Disabilities. This curriculum is
intended for use by parent group facilitators providing skills training for parents of children with disabilities aged
0-18.
The Parental Engagement Curriculum for Parents of Children with Disabilities is a resource that aims to provide
parents tools and strategies with the specialized content that is targeted towards their specific needs that are
not met through general parental engagement programs. The focus in the curriculum is on specific skills and
knowledge that were identified gaps and considered essential for supporting parents of children with disabilities.
The curriculum is accompanied by a Facilitator’s Guide.
This curriculum has been developed based on the findings of a desk review conducted in January and February
2021 which included a review of existing parental curricula; key informant interviews with Early Childhood
Education, Child Protection, Gender, Inclusion and Disability specialists from UNICEF Lebanon team; head of
organizations and program managers from disability specialized organizations; focus group discussions with
parents of children with disabilities, self-advocates, facilitators of parental programs, UNICEF Non-Formal
Education partners, and professionals from Disability Specialized organizations; and survey questionnaires filled
by UNICEF Non-Formal Education partners as well as partner and external Disability Specialized organizations.
The aim of the desk review was to undertake consultations, gather relevant data, and conduct desk review analysis
and priority setting to guide the technical proposal of the framework of themes and objectives for the curriculum.
The curriculum provides information for parents and caregivers of children with disabilities on how to advocate
and promote children’s rights, understand and enhance their development through early childhood, middle
childhood, and adolescence, use positive approaches to help children with disabilities learn appropriate behaviors,
to encourage independent life skills, to protect them from violence and for parents/caregivers to understand
and manage their own emotions related to raising children with disabilities. These themes were informed by the
parents of children with disabilities and self-advocates in a participatory manner. The curriculum was validated
and reviewed based on the input from the organizations and stakeholders who would be implementing it in the
Lebanese context.
Lebanon has been going through a multiple crises that have affected its economy causing increase in poverty.
The deteriorated situation has placed heavy burdens on families’ ability to provide adequate nurturing care for
their children and has increased children’s vulnerabilities across multiple domains. Children with disabilities are
specifically vulnerable to the fragile situation where resources are scarce and services are difficult to be attained.
Families and children with disabilities are facing multiple overlapping deprivations that are accounted for in this
curriculum. The curriculum aims at providing a platform for parents and caregivers to express their challenges
and to provide them with support and empowerment through information and skills that are relevant and feasible.
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PARENTAL ENGAGEMENT CURRICULUM FOR PARENTS OF CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES

Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• be exposed to the purpose of the program and the importance of engagement for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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parents/caregivers and their children (age 0-18).
restate the rights of children with disabilities and discuss how it applies to the
context they live in.
expand their knowledge on the rights of children with disabilities for inclusion within
the family, community, society, education, decision making and positions of power.
understand intersectionality and multiple deprivations.
reflect on their own attitudes and the attitudes of the community/society towards
disability - models of disability.
discuss the rights and responsibilities of parents of children with disabilities.
share their stories, expectations, concerns and feelings about their children with
disabilities.
experience the group as a friendly and safe environment in which they can feel
comfortable sharing their concerns about parenting their children with disabilities.
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Activity 1: Icebreaker, Expectations, Contents of the PE Curriculum

35 min

Activity 2: Rights of Children with Disabilities, Disability and Inclusion

45 min

Activity 3: Parents’ and caregivers’ rights and responsibilities

15 min

Wrap-up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

10 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the resources and the handout.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare the
Resources 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 and copy Handout 1.1 to be given to the parents/caregivers
at the end of the session. Make copies of Handouts and Resource cards according to the
expected number of participants.

Resources and Materials needed:
Film Clip
Handout 1.1
Resources 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4
Flipchart
Flipchart or A3 papers
Permanent Markers of different colors 6-8
Post-it papers
Yellow, Red, Green cards equal to the number of participants)
Scissors
Mounting tape or white tack
Soft ball
Writing pads and pens per each participant
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Introduction

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)

Ask

Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Introduce yourself as the facilitator and welcome all participants to the training.
Make sure that everyone is comfortable and indicate where the restrooms are.
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode.

Explain The procedures that would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of each
session.
Explain To the participants that in this session they will get to know each other and also
get a clear idea of what the sessions entail. They will also discuss children’s and
caregivers’ rights and expand on the idea of inclusion.
Optional: Co-creating Ground Rules
Use this first session as a time to collectively build group guidelines (see “Co-Creating
Ground Rules”) at the end of the module for suggestions to co-create rules for the
sessions.

Note: When introducing yourself, mention if you have previously
worked with parents and/or children with disabilities.
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS
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Activities

1.

Icebreaker, Expectations, Content of the
Curriculum (35 minutes)
A. Getting to know each other (Icebreaker) and expectations

Do

Say

Do

Say

Ask
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Hand to each participant one of the cards of Resource 1.
“I would like you to walk around the room and find the matching pair of your cards (same
number and same title) and introduce yourselves to the parent/caregiver who has the matching
pair. You may introduce yourselves to your partner by:
• Telling your name, and
• Number of children you care for.”
After giving the participants few minutes to find their pairs and introduce themselves, say,
“Now try to remember details about your partners as you will be introducing them to other
participants.”
After signaling the end of the task, ask participants to sit in groups corresponding to their card
numbers and in the following manner:
Group 1: number pairs 1 and 2,
Group 2: number pairs 3 and 4,
Group 3: number pairs 5 and 6,
Group 4: number pairs 7 and 8.
“Now introduce your partners to the other participants in your groups.”
After everyone in the small groups have introduced their partners,
“Take a moment to think about the expectations you have for these sessions. Share your
expectations with the participants within the small groups you are in. Write your expectation
on post-it notes, one on each.”
After groups have completed discussions,
each participant to share with the big group their expectations and post them on the flipchart.
Stand next to the flipchart to group similar expectations. Keep the post-it notes on the flipchart
paper to refer to them when completing activity 1b.
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Adaptation: If number of participants is more than 16, make doubles
of cards accordingly.
If number of participants is less than 16, make as many pairs as
needed and then introduce the last modules yourself holding up
the cards and mounting them on the wall.

B. Contents of the PE Curriculum

Say

Say

Do

“The Parental Engagement Curriculum for Parents of Children with Disabilities was developed
by UNICEF in response to the gaps and needs identified by listening to the voices of parents/
caregivers of children with disabilities, individuals with disabilities as well as community
members specialized in disability.
The primary aims of these modules are to reduce the impact of the challenges faced by the
family of children with disabilities through supporting parents/caregivers and improving their
knowledge and skills to reduce the child’s behavioral, emotional and developmental difficulties
and to ensure child safety and protection. There will be eight modules/sessions and you are
welcome to attend all of them.”
“We will now play a guessing then matching game. I would like you to look at the cards I gave
you during the previous activity. These cards correspond to the modules of the curriculum. Try
to guess in your groups what will be covered under the titles that you have.” Allow few minutes
for the groups to complete their guesses for the two modules that they were assigned during
the grouping. During that time, do: mount the Resource 1.2 cards corresponding to the content
of each module on the flipchart. Call volunteer participant in possession of each of the module
title cards (1-8) and say, “Read the title on the card and try to match it with the content card
that is mounted on the flipchart.”
Repeat this for all the modules (1-8). Once all module titles and contents are matched refer
back to the participants’ expectations from activity 1a and indicate to them which expectations
will be met throughout these sessions.
Note: You may need to explain to the participants that some of their
expectations may be beyond the content of this training, but you as
trainer are glad that they raised a variety of expectations as now
you are aware of other needs that exist.
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Activities

2.

Let’s Explore: Rights, Disability,
Inclusion (45 minutes)
A. Rights of Children with Disabilities (25 min)

Do

Say
Do

Ask the participants to arrange themselves back as a whole group.
“I will be showing you a small clip after which we will have a discussion.”
Play the clip UNICEF Disability and Child Protection. (1 min 23 sec)
After you play the clip, ask the following questions trying to elicit as many responses as
possible (Responses may vary):
• “What do you think happened in the clip?
• What was done to help stop discrimination and isolation of the child with disability?
• What right was the clip referring to? Why is it important?
• What other rights can you think of that children with disabilities have?”
Adaptation: the Arabic version of the clip could be accessed here

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TpnI1Q9IuxY

Talk Communicate to the participants that children with disabilities are children first. This is
about it why the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC), an important UN
document showing the rights of children globally - also applies to children with disabilities.
The Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) follows decades of work
by the United Nations to change attitudes and approaches to persons with disabilities. The
Convention is intended as a human rights instrument that adopts a broad categorization of
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persons with disabilities and reaffirms that all persons with all types of disabilities must enjoy
all human rights and fundamental freedoms. It is important for all the community, but also
parents and caregivers of children with disabilities to know about these rights of the children
they are caring for to protect them from all forms of harm and abuse. This will also help
parents to advocate, when they can, for the inclusion rights of their children. Because of their
dependency on adults for their care, children with disabilities are vulnerable and their rights
are sometimes overstepped. This happens mainly because of society’s attitudes, beliefs,
norms and misconceptions towards disability, in addition to structural barriers such as laws
and policies that reinforce exclusion.

Say
Do

“We are going to have an exercise to explore the rights of children.”
Divide participants into four groups. Give out one set of the Resource 1.2 cards (12 pictures
and 12 statements) to each group. Say, “Look at the pictures and guess the children’s right
that it represents, then match the statements to the corresponding pictures.” After all groups
complete matching all 12 cards with the corresponding statements, go over the rights
elaborating them briefly.
Note: it is important to never blame caregivers on exclusion of

children with disabilities from society. Clarify that it is not their

fault, and that it is mostly attitudes, norms, policies and laws that
are at fault.

Explain that all the rights of children have been grouped into four main/broad categories that are:

Survival Rights – this includes rights to resources, skills and contributions necessary to
survival of the child and requires the existence of the means to fulfill the rights as well as
access to them
Development Rights – this includes rights to resources, skills and contributions necessary for
the development of the child
Protection Rights – this includes rights to protection from all forms of child abuse neglect,
exploitation and violence as well as the right to special protection in times of war
Participation Rights (child inclusive practices) ‐ this is the freedom to express opinions and
be heard
Note: You will find suggestions for different ways of dividing participants
into groups in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s Guide.

Note: Link these categories of rights to the modules of the curriculum where
applicable.
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Activities

2.

Let’s Explore: Rights, Disability,
Inclusion (45 minutes)

Say

Say

“As part of the rights of children that you just learnt from the Convention of the Rights of the
Child (CRC), it was stated that no person shall treat a child with disability in an undignified
manner. A child with disabilities has a right to special care, education and training wherever
possible to develop his/her maximum potential and be self‐ reliant (Article 23 of UNCRC). The
United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) also supports
the rights of children and is designed to expand on and support Article 23 of UNCRC.”
Continue and ask the participants,
“What laws you know of in your Lebanon that supports the rights of children with disabilities?”

Explain Lebanon has signed the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, but Lebanon

did not ratify it, meaning that it did not change its laws/ or add a law to apply this convention.
Following pressure from civil society, Lebanon passed Law 220/2000 on the rights of persons
with disabilities in 2000. The law stresses the right to education and learning for all, and the
right to participation.

Explain the law says that all children, including children with disabilities, should be able to go to school.
Schools should not say no to children because they are with a disability. The government and
other groups (such as the UNICEF) are working to include more children with disabilities in
school. For example, work is being done to make schools accessible for children with physical
disabilities, and to provide accommodations for children with disabilities so they would be
included in schools. But unfortunately, most provisions of this law are not being implemented.

Do
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B- Disability and Inclusion (20 minutes)
Post on three walls of the room the words from Resource 1.3: Agree, Disagree, Not sure.
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Say

Do

“Inclusion is at the core of UNICEF’s mission to realize the rights of all children and next we will
explore together concepts related to inclusion. I would like you to stand in the middle of the
room. I will be reading statements and if you agree with the statements, go to the side of the
room where the word agree is posted. If you disagree, go to the side where disagree is posted
and if you are not sure, stay in the middle of the room (sign would be in the middle connecting
wall).
Read the following statements one at a time and wait for participants to move to the side they
choose.
Note: Statement (e) and (j) are positive. The rest reflect stigmas,

negative attitudes, myths, fears, disability inappropriate language
and medical approach to disability.

a) Children with disabilities cannot go to school with other children.
They need to be in schools specialized for their disability.

Not True

b) Children with disabilities have no strengths and hence cannot be
included in sports, arts or other social activities.

Not True

c) Children with disabilities are more comfortable with other children who
have disabilities too.

Not True

d) It is safer to keep my child with disabilities at home than to allow him
to go out and play/or go to school/or go to the community center.

Not True

e) To ensure independent living, adolescents with disabilities are provided
with all necessary means to enable them to exercise choice and control
over their lives and make all decisions concerning their lives.

True

f) Having a disability means lack of capabilities.

Not True

g) Inclusion means that my child with disability is physically present in
the community.

Not True

h) It is acceptable when people call a child with disability “mongoloid”,
“retarded”, “learning disabled”, or “handicapped”.

Not True

i) It is difficult to include children with disabilities in community activities
because of the limitations they have. Once the limitations are “fixed”,
the child can be included.

Not True

j) Children with disabilities can be engaged in all areas of society when
social and structural barriers are removed.

True
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Activities

2.

Let’s Explore: Rights, Disability,
Inclusion (45 minutes)
Elaborate on each of these statements as follows:
a) Inclusion in education is rooted in human and child rights. All children need to have a
nondiscrimination in the right to education and to inclusive education.
b) Children with disabilities have strengths and they have the right to be included in social
activities including arts, theater, sports, etc. Children with and without disabilities enjoy the
same things and have the same dreams.
c) Children with disabilities are children first and need to be included with everyone else. Children
with disabilities prefer to be with their siblings, family and peers rather than segregated in
separate schools or settings.
d) It is the right and need of a child with disabilities to have access to proper health, education,
protection, opportunities for learning and stimulation from cultural activities. With the right
support, they will play and interact with other children.
e) True and we will be discussing ways to promote independence in module 6.
f) Disability does not mean inability. Children with disabilities are children first and
they have many capacities just like any other children.
g) Inclusion does not only mean physical presence as presence without participation could be
isolating. Inclusion is presence and participation. Definition of inclusion used in CRPD General
Comment 4 on Inclusive Education: «Inclusion seeks to enable communities, systems and
structures to combat discrimination, including harmful stereotypes, recognize diversity,
promote participation and overcome barriers to learning and participation for all by focusing
on the well‐being and success of students with disabilities.
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h) These are labels that are disability insensitive. Persons with disabilities themselves may
have their own language preferences, but that UN system uses person first language when
addressing people with disabilities. The words we use affect our perception of the disability.
Alternatives to the expressions would be: a boy with Down Syndrome, a girl with intellectual
disability, a child with learning disability, a person with a disability.
i) Disability is not the reason, rather the stigma, discrimination and negative attitudes that people
might have.
j) True. Children with disabilities can be engaged in all areas of society when social and structural
barriers are removed.

Link statement (i) to the Models of Disability by explaining the three different models.

The charity model of disability regards individuals with disability as helpless, inferior and
dependent. It elicits feelings of pity and charity. It is an old and outdated model.
The medical model of disability says people are disabled by their impairments or differences.
The medical model looks at what is ‹wrong› with the person, not what the person needs and
the focus is on “correcting” the person. This approach sets low expectations for children with
disabilities. This is the model that statement (i) reflects.
The social and human rights model of disability says disability is caused by barriers in society,
not by the impairment itself. Barriers can be physical, like buildings not having accessible
toilets. Or they can be caused by people›s attitudes to difference, like assuming children with
disabilities cannot do certain things.
The social and human rights model helps us recognize barriers that make life harder for children
with disabilities. Removing these barriers creates equality and offers children with disabilities
more independence, choice and control. Negative attitudes based on prejudice or stereotype
can stop children with disabilities from having equal opportunities. Examples of negative
attitudes include assuming that children with disabilities cannot work, live independently, have
intimate relationships, or have children.
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Activities

2.

Let’s Explore: Rights, Disability,
Inclusion (45 minutes)
Do

Say

Give out to the participants yellow, red, and green cards each.
“Now we will play a game. I will read statements that reflect either of the charity, medical or
social/human rights model of disability. If it reflects the charity model, you will hold up the
yellow card, if it reflects the medical model, you will hold up the red cards, and if it reflects the
social/human rights model, you will hold up the green card.”

Do

Read the statements in italics
Leen has intellectual disability. She cannot follow the requirements for her grade level at school.”
Elicit responses. Confirm to them “The statement reflects the medical model as the focus is on
what Leen cannot do rather than how we can support her learning and adapt the environment
to take into account her specific needs. Now try the next one:
Rami is a child with hearing impairment. He is able to join his peers at school as sign language
interpretation is provided.”

Say

Elicit responses.
“The statement reflects the social model of disability as barriers are removed to create equal
opportunity for Rami to participate in learning with his peers. Now try the next one:
Leyla is visually impaired. She has been such a burden on her family since she was born. She
needs so much support and her family are so misfortunate.”

Say
Do
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Elicit responses.
“The statement reflects the charity model of disability as it focuses on pity regards the person
with disabilities as a burden. Now can any of you share examples from your experiences and
let us guess which model it reflects?”
Invite parents to share examples and continue playing the game by raising the relevant cards.
Use the statements below if more elaboration is needed.
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Charity model:

Medical model:

Kamil uses cerebral palsy and he

Sara is s child with epilepsy.

cannot walk. It is so difficult to keep

She cannot go on school

up with his support needs. It is so

trips as she needs to take

exhausting for his parents.

medication at mid‐day.

Social/human rights model:
Habib is a student with partial sight.
He can access all of his school
books, as the font size has been
enlarged to enable him to fully
access their contents.

Note: Remember to always praise and thank parents when they actively
participate or complete tasks such as the one in this activity.
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Activities

3.

Parents’ and caregivers’ rights and
responsibilities (15 minutes)
Do

Say

Do

Ask

Divide parents into four groups and give each group flip chart paper and markers.
“We have discussed your children’s rights in the first activity. Now we will be focusing on your
rights as well as your responsibilities. Divide the paper that you have into two parts and list
in one part your rights as parents/caregivers related to your children and in the other part
your responsibilities for ensuring the rights of your children. You are free to add drawings and
illustrations to your posters.”
Allow 10 minutes for this activity. Walk around the groups and guide parents if necessary.
one spokesperson from each group to present to the whole group. Hang the posters in the
room for everyone to see. After all groups give their input, add to their responses of rights and
responsibilities from the list below if necessary.

Adaptation: If parents have difficulty in writing answers, ask them to

draw or illustrate so they would remember their ideas when they share
with the whole group.

Note: If questions are not relevant to the content covered or to the
whole group, take note of them and try to address them after the

end of the session with the participant who has asked the question.
If questions are difficult to tackle during the session, you may

receive guidance from your supervisor and discuss the answers at the
beginning of the following session.
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Parents and caregivers have rights related to their children. They have the right to:
Live at home with their child or decide where their child will live
Be involved with their child’s life
Have their child carry the family name
Say how their child will be brought up, including moral and cultural values and beliefs
Make decisions about their child’s education, health,
Discipline their child in positive methods

The responsibilities of parents and caregivers in ensuring children’s rights are:
To give their child a name and register him/her to get a birth certificate
To provide a place to live, food, and clothing for their child
To love and care for their child
To love, provide and care for the child similarly as their sister or brother that is with no
disability
To empower and support the child to be independent even if he/ she is with disabilities (Explain
that children with disabilities can be independent if given the right tools, support and love
without undermining their capabilities)
To treat girls and boys with disabilities equally
To empower and equip their child with strategies against abuse or harm (Explain: try to
support the child if they were subjected to abuse without blaming him/ her)
To guide and support their child’s growth, development, and learning
To teach their child appropriate behaviors and alternatives to problem behaviors
To advocate for their child’s rights for inclusion in the community
To seek the support of specialized people in the community whenever needed
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Say

Ask

Do

Say

Say

Do

Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“We have come to the end of our first session. We have explored together important concepts,
information and ideas.”
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?”
Receive questions and try to answer them if they are related to the content.
Briefly revisit the key concepts of children’s rights, Inclusive education, removing barriers
to ensure inclusion. Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide
clarifications where required.
“If you think of more questions that were not answered, write them on a post‐it and post them
on the flip chart any time before you leave the room.”

Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“Until our next session, try to observe how yourself and the members of the family interact
with your child with disabilities. Note the language that is used and if there are any stigmas
or negative attitudes. Be mindful of how these attitudes or expressions make you feel and try
to remember them to discuss them during our next session.”
Check for understanding of the activity and clarify if needed.

Evaluation: (10 minutes)

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)

Say

Do
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Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate your
experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will start
with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding the
ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate. I
liked best about the session that....Most of you talked openly and freely during the session, or,
there was respect towards each participants’ opinion when they talked, or (any other positive
aspect of the training).”
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs
as participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was
this session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities? Repeat the same procedure of
receiving responses by passing the ball among participants. Take note of their responses for
you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.
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Links:
You can read a summary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) here and
the full text is available here.
You can read the summary of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
(UNCRPD) here. You may find the Children’s version of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities here.
You can access the full text of the Lebanese Law 220/200 in Arabic at
https://disability-hub.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Law-220-2000-Arabic.docx
This is a poster that summarizes the medical and social model of disability and disability appropriate
language.

Co‐Creating Ground Rules

Say “In any group, it is helpful to have guidelines to help us manage
ourselves and our time, and to remind us to respect one another.”
“What rules do you think are important for us to follow in these
sessions?”
“What will make you feel welcome and comfortable?”
“What would encourage you to talk in the group?”
“What would discourage you from talking the group?”
Do Receive responses and write the rules on a flipchart or A3 paper.
Usually up to 5 rules are enough, but allow parents/caregivers to
determine the number.
For example, the group may decide to the following:
• Punctuality and attendance
• Respecting and listening to each other
• Respecting confidentiality of the information shared in the
group (what is in the group stays in the group)
Once rules are agreed upon, post them in a visible place in the room.
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Rights of Parents and
Children: How to be Engaged

RESOURCES

MODULE
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Resource 1.1

1. Rights of Parents and Children:
How to be Engaged
2. Caring for Caregivers
3. Your Child in the Early Years
4. Your Child in the Middle Childhood
5. Your Child in the Adolescence
6. Protecting Your Child
7. What Is Your Child Communicating
Through His Behavior?
8. Putting It Together
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Purpose of the program
Rights of children with disabilities
Rights for Inclusion
Parents’/caregivers’ rights, goals and concerns
Feelings: Denial, Rejection, Acceptance
Caregiver wellbeing
Managing own wellbeing
Supporting other parents/caregivers
Promoting healthy development of children with
disabilities
Early Detection of needs
Learning needs
Social/emotional needs
Gender-responsive parenting
Independent living skills/autonomy
Personal Hygiene
Sexual education
Detection of violence and abuse
Prevention and response to abuse
Analyzing behaviors
Managing difficult behaviors
Parent child play and communication
Empathy and positive communication
Promoting self-advocacy
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
ACCESS EDUCATION
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
FAMILY LIFE
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Resource 1.3

EVERY CHILD WITH DISABILITY
HAS THE RIGHT TO ENJOY THE BEST
POSSIBLE LIFE IN SOCIETY
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO REST,
PLAY, AND TAKE PART IN CULTURAL
AND CREATIVE ACTIVITIES
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
BE PROTECTED DURING WAR
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
HEALTH AND A SAFE LIFE
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
PROTECTION FROM DESCRIMINATION
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT TO
PROTECTION FROM EXPLOITATION
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RIGHT FOR EXPRESSIONS AND ACCESS
TO INFORMATION
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EVERY CHILD HAS THE RIGHT FOR
IDENITITY
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• express their feelings towards having a child with disability.
• perceive that it is normal for them to feel challenged by the demands of parenting a
•
•
•
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child with disabilities.
become more aware of how their high and low feelings and stress level affects them.
practice simple ways to take care of themselves and manage their feelings of stress.
view themselves and other group members as important sources of support and
encouragement.
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Feelings Associated with Raising a Child with Disability, Identifying

40 min

stressors: thermometer of emotions
Activity 2: You are the heart of your family: self-care and coping strategies,

45 min

Relaxation exercise
Wrap-up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the resources, and the handout.
You need to also look at the links at the end of the module and try the relaxation exercises
prior to the beginning of the session.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare 5 to 6
sets of the Resource 2.1 cards, copies of Resource 2.2 and Handout 2.1 to be given to the
parents/caregivers at the end of the session. Make copies of Resource 2.2 and Handouts
according to the expected number of participants.

Resources and Materials needed:
Handout 2.1
Resource 2.1 cards, 2.2

A bowl or a basket
Relaxing music and speakers to play the music in the background for Activity 2(b)
Flipchart or A3 papers
Permanent Markers
Post-its of different colors
Scissors
Writing pads and pens per each participant
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Introduction

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Introduce yourself as the facilitator and welcome all participants to the session.
Make sure that everyone is comfortable and indicate where the restrooms are.
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. If there are new comers,
explain the procedures that would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of
each session. Otherwise follow the agreed upon procedure to take attendance.
Note: When introducing yourself, mention if you have previously
worked with parents and/or children with disabilities.

Say

Say
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Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“Let us try and remember the themes and topics discussed during our previous
session. What were the main points we discussed?” Do: Receive their input and
remind them about the key points in session 1.
• The purpose of the program
• Rights of Children with Disabilities
• Rights for Inclusion
• Parents’/caregivers’ rights
Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were invited to observe how you and the members of
the family interacted with your child with disabilities. You were asked to note the
language that was used and if there are any stigmas or negative attitudes. You were
asked to reflect how these attitudes or expressions made you feel. Who would like to
share reflections and experiences about the home activity?”

MODULE
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Do

Say

Allow for as many participants as are willing to share their reflections and
experiences. Summarize and rephrase each participants’ input acknowledging the
feelings expressed.
You may
“ I can hear you felt --------(hurt, sad, ….) whenever this expression was used to address
your child.” “What you were saying is that you felt -------(angry, sad, embarrassed, …)
when a stigma was attached to your child.” Thank the participants for sharing these
thoughts and feelings openly. Thank the other participants for listening attentively
and for respecting the confidentiality of the information shared during the sessions.

Explain To the participants that in this session they will become more aware of their emotions
related to parenting their children and especially their child/children with disabilities.
They will also practice ways that they can care for themselves and manage their
emotions as they affect their children’s wellbeing.

Adaptation: At times, participants are open and they engage easily
by sharing their experiences, whereas at other times, they might be

reserved. If participants do not all share their experiences with the

home activity easily, give out to the groups two different colors of

post-it papers. Ask participants to write positive observations on one

and negative observations on the other colored post-its. They can then
anonymously post them on the flip-chart and you can read some or
all of the shared observations to the whole group.
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Activities

1.

Parents’ and caregivers’ emotional state and its
impact on raising the child with disability
A. Identifying Feelings Associated with Raising a Child with Disability (30 minutes)

Explain Parents and caregivers can experience many emotions related to having a child with a
disability, and these emotions might change over time. Parenting a child with a disability may
be a source of significant stress for many parents. Some parents of hildren with disabilities
might go through the emotional states of denial, anxiety, fear, depression, guilt, shame, anger,
grief, confusion and powerlessness. These states do not necessarily occur in a sequence,
and they can repeat themselves when it is time for the child to experience key milestones or
during times of transitions. Parents of children with disabilities might describe their lives as
emotional roller coasters as they face the ups and downs of raising a child with a disability.

Say

Do
Say
Do
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“Because the health and well‐being of every caregiver impacts on the quality of care they are
able to give, it is very important for caregivers of children with disabilities to take care of
themselves so they would be healthy and provide high quality care to their children. One of the
key aspects of self‐care is for parents and caregivers to become more aware of their feelings/
emotional state and especially in relation to bringing up children with disabilities. The following
activity would help you discuss emotions associated with having children with disabilities.”
Ask the participants to be seated in groups of 4 or 5 (depending on the total number of
participants). Give each group one set of the feeling cards (Resource 2.1).
“Take a look at the feelings written on the cards and choose one or more of those feelings that
match most your experience(s) in your journey of being a parent or caregiver of a child with
disability. You may also choose any feeling that you have felt other than the ones listed.”
Then encourage them to remember or link the feelings with their experiences of caring for their
child with disability. If needed, mention to them that they may reflect on the time their child
was born, the time they detected the disability, the reaction of family members to the disability
of the child, the demands of caring for the child with disability, coping with the learning or
behavioral needs of their child with disability.

MODULE
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Say
Do
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Afterwards,
“I would like for each participant to share their feelings and experiences within your groups.”
Allow 15 minutes for the participants to share their feelings and experiences within their groups.
After all participants share their feelings and experiences in their groups, ask them to share
with the entire group. Ask the participants who had chosen denial, grief, anger, acceptance, and
strength to share with the entire group if feasible. If not, try to include in the feelings shared
with the entire group at least one of the positive ones such as joy, strength, growth. Allow for
10 minutes for the sharing in the entire group.
Note: You will find suggestions for different ways of dividing partici-

pants into groups in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s Guide.

Adaptation: You may read the feeling cards for groups that need help

with it. You may also define the feelings briefly if needed by referring
to the section background information about feelings.

Talk

Finding out that a child has a disability can take time for parents and caregivers to adjust. There
about it is no right or wrong way to feel and everyone reacts differently. Parents and caregivers may
experience a range of positive and negative emotions. It can take time to work through these.
Emotions and thoughts can trigger certain behaviors/actions that are at times undesirable.
For example, if a parent/caregiver is stressed (emotion) due to multitude of deprivations faced
(difficulty to find basic needs such as food, water, etc.), this emotional state could trigger a
negative thought (e.g. “My life is so difficult!”) that would itself trigger a negative emotion
hence an action (e.g. feeling angry and letting it out by shouting at the children). Listening to
other parents share their experiences and feelings can help. Sharing your own feelings can
help too. It is very crucial to recognize that achievements and challenges are true to every
developing child whether they are with disability or not. Celebrating achievements as well as
accepting and proactively addressing challenges is an important aspect of healthy parenting.
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Activities

1.

Parents’ and caregivers’ emotional state and its
impact on raising the child with disability
Note: mention that if some parents/caregivers struggle with truly accept-

ing their child, it is alright as it can be difficult. These parent/caregivers
can seek support from professionals in the community. Tell the participants that they can approach you at the end of the session if they need
to talk to someone about their feelings. Have a list of psychologist
ready prior to the sessions.

Background information about feelings
Acceptance: parents and caregivers start to dream again about their child with
disability; they may start seeing the child’s strengths; accept that all children
have failures; and start seeing the beauty in raising their child to his/her full
potential.
Anger: parents and caregivers may act out their anger or direct it toward another
person.
Anxiety: parents and caregivers may go through dramatic change that might
affect their attitudes, values, beliefs, and routines.
Confusion: parents and caregivers may feel overloaded with the amount of
information about the disability.
Denial: parents and caregivers may deny that their child has a disability.
Depression: parents and caregivers may experience uncontrollable tears,
sadness, and feelings of hopelessness.
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Fear: parents and caregivers may feel concerned about letting their child with
a disability do certain things (protective). They may also feel afraid about how
they and their child would get through as well as have fears about the future of
the child.
Grief: parents and caregivers may feel a powerful sense of loss of the dreams
they had for their child.
Growth: parents and caregivers may feel that having a child with disability has
increased their ability to love, to accept differences, to be understanding, patient
and tolerant.
Guilt: parents and caregivers may feel they are somehow to blame for the
disability or the situation.
Helplessness: parents and caregivers feel unable to change the social prejudices
and taboos about disability. They feel helpless in front of power structures within
families that dictate how a child with disabilities might be treated.
Joy: parents and caregivers may feel joy from the little achievements that their
child makes.
Powerlessness: parents and caregivers feel they are not competent and not in
control to be able to change the situation or make it go away.
Relief: parents and caregivers feel release of tension by finally understanding
and having answers to their child’s condition.
Shame: parents and caregivers may feel embarrassed from their child’s behavior
in the community especially when they experience stigmatization from others.
Shock: parents and caregivers may feel a surge of strong emotions in response
to the unexpected discovery of the disability of their child.
Strength: parents and caregivers may feel strength in family ties; they may also
feel strength by learning more about disability and advocacy.
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Activities

1.

Parents’ and caregivers’ emotional state and its
impact on raising the child with disability
B. Identifying emotions and stressors: thermometer of emotions (10 minutes)

Explain It is very important for parents and caregivers of children with disabilities to be aware of

their own emotional state as it greatly impacts them and the way they bring up their children.
Emotions are internal feelings that can be positive like feeling happy, or they can be negative,
like feeling angry, frustrated, disappointed, ashamed or sad. Negative emotions are common
in difficult situations. When parents and caregivers have a lot of negative emotions these can
overwhelm them making it difficult for them to focus on caregiving. Stressors refer to external
things that are happening to and around caregivers, like financial pressures, problems with
sleeping or food security, finding transport, finding the right services for a child with disability,
etc. Stressors can affect the parent’s/caregiver’s health and wellbeing and can also have an
impact on the child’s development. There are common stressors that lead to difficulties for all
parents and caregivers. However, every parent/caregiver is unique. Something that is stressful
for one parent/caregiver may not be stressful for another. Identifying what you find stressful
is an important first step.

Do

Say

Give out the Resource 2.2
“Identifying your emotions and the triggers causing your emotions is a very important first
step. In this activity, you will identify the stressors in your life that trigger feelings of stress to
various degrees. Fill the thermometer of emotions worksheet based on your own experiences.
Remember that each one of you is unique. After you complete your thermometers of emotions
activity, you may either post them in the front of the room or keep them for your reference. You
may later apply this to other emotions that you may be feeling such as anger.”

Explain The more stressors in our lives means the intensity of our emotions will rise and our emotions

will become stronger. If there is no relief, the stress will rise and overflow affecting our capacities
such as the ones related to caregiving. Responses to emotions might differ from responses to
stressors. Emotions are better dealt with by coping strategies while some stressors are better
responded to with support strategies such as help from family members or members of the
community.
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Activities

2.

It is time for self-care! (45 mniutes)
A. You are the heart of your family: self‐care and coping strategies (20 minutes)

Explain

Parents and caregivers are definitely the heart of the family. They are the ones who deal with
the issues associated with their child’s disability —consultation and follow up with medical
doctors, maintaining relationship with family members, coordinating with the child’s school,
and communicating with the professionals who work with the child. Parents and caregivers
also maintain the household — they might need to work to pay the bills, do shopping, cooking,
cleaning up, and taking care of other children.
Parents and caregivers have multitude of responsibilities in providing care for their children. It is
no wonder that many parents of children with disabilities report times of feeling overwhelmed.
Remember that it is very important for parents and caregivers to take some time to care for
themselves as individuals: getting enough sleep, eating regular meals, taking a short walk,
talking to a friend or a professional about your feelings, and doing the things that you really
enjoy, even if you can only accomplish them occasionally.

Say

Do
Say
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“Now let us explore with each other what are some ways you can cope with the stressors you
have identified and care for yourselves. Caring for yourselves might be difficult when you have
responsibilities of providing care to all your children and your child/children who are with a
disability. However, coping and self‐care strategies are helpful ways to manage your emotions.
Take a piece of paper and write on it a coping and/or self‐care strategy that has worked for you
and put the paper in this bowl/basket. You may write on as many papers as you wish. Write
each strategy on a separate paper.”
Allow for 5 minutes for all participants to write on papers and drop them in the bowl/basket.
“ Each one of you will pick a paper and read to the group the coping or self‐care strategy written
on that paper.” Do: Add suggestions from below if needed.
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Note: Negative coping strategies and mechanism might come up such

as smoking, sleeping long hours mid-day, escape from and avoidance
of responsibilities. Discuss that these may work temporarily, they

will not have positive long-term effects. These mechanisms might

themselves become stressors as some of them might have come up in
the previous activity.

Note: Refer to Appendix II in the Facilitator’s Guide for suggestions
for starting parent support groups. Discuss with your supervisor the

possibility of running parent support groups parallel to these sessions.

Coping Strategies:
Speak to a person you trust.
If you can, try taking a little time off. Try relaxing by:
• having some rest
• having a bath
• going for a walk
• watching television
• reading a book or magazine
• catching up with friends
• taking deep breaths
Ask for support from extended family members, your partner, siblings of the
child with disability, wherever possible the child himself/herself as this would
encourage autonomy.
Join parent support groups if they are available in your community. Look out
for other support services available.
Talk to family members or friends how you are feeling. Ask them for help so
that you can have some time for yourself.
Take a day at a time. Organizing your time is important but if you are not
able to complete the tasks you have planned for a day, be flexible if you can. You
might have done other things instead. Your child might be having a bad day
and dealing with that might have been all you could manage.
Before you go to sleep try and remember something your child did that day that
made you smile or feel good. Think of things that went well or people who were
kind to you.
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Activities

2.

It is time for self-care! (45 minutes)
B. Relaxation exercise (25 min)

Say

“The goal of this exercise is to let go of negative thoughts and feelings. We will be spending
the next 10 to 12 minutes practicing relaxation through deep breathing and through mental
imagery. To begin, find a comfortable seated position. Allow your spine to be straight and long,
and let your shoulders drop, relaxed. Rest your hands in your lap, and gently close your eyes.
Become aware of the rhythm of your breathing. There Is no need to change your breathing in
any way, simply notice it exactly as it is (10 secs). For the next few breaths bring your full focus
of attention to your breathing. Notice the feeling of the air flowing in through the nostrils, down
into the lungs, and down into the belly as you inhale... and on the exhale, let the air out slowly
releasing any tension that you may have (20 secs).
Now, imagine that you are sitting on grass in a field of wheat. This might be a field that you
know, or it might be something you create in your mind using your imagination. There might
be a light breeze blowing as you sit here, and as the wind blows the wheat field sways and
the surface forms a wave like movement... imagine the field the way you like – this is your
imagination (20 secs).
Visualize that there are wheats floating on the surface of the field, and these wheats are gently
flowing past you, down the field and away (10 secs). For the next few minutes, place on each of
these wheats every feeling or thought that comes into your head...Your feelings and thoughts
may show up in your mind in the form of pictures, words, or in another form. However a feeling
or thought arises, simply place it on a wheat, and let it float by. Do this regardless of whether
the feelings and thoughts are positive and enjoyable, or negative and challenging. Simply place
each on a wheat, and let it float over the field and away with the breeze... (60 secs)
If you notice that your feelings and thoughts stop briefly, just continue to watch the field.
Sooner or later your feelings or thoughts will start up again... (10 secs) Allow the wind to blow
at its own rate. There is no need to try and speed it up. The aim here is not to push the wheats
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away – the aim is to allow them to come and go in their own time... Just sit and watch them
float by. (20 secs)
If your mind says something along the lines of “I can’t do it” or “This is boring”, place those
thoughts on wheats, and let them float by... (20 secs)
Continuing to place each feeling or thought that comes into your mind on a wheat, and watching
it slip by... (30 secs)
As the exercise comes to an end, begin to let go of your imagined field and bring your attention
back to where you are... remember the room that you are sitting in and the people around you...
notice the sounds you can hear from outside... notice the sounds you can hear in the room...
and when you are ready, gently open your eyes and notice what you can see...
You might like to take another minute to sit quietly holding on to this sense of calm and peace.”
Note: Try to record your voice reading this text and follow it

practicing the relaxation yourself prior to the session. Notice how you
feel before and after the relaxation exercise.

Ask

Next,
and discuss answers to the following questions:
• What did you notice?
• How did you visualize your feelings (i.e., words, images, or something else)?
• Did any negative or painful feelings show up? Were you able to place these feelings on wheat
and allow them to float by at their own pace?
• How do you feel now?
Note: If negative feelings come up, assure the parents that it is alright
to feel that way. If emotions are intense, mention the support they

can seek from psychologist and other mental health workers in the
community.
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Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“We have come to the end of our first session. We have explored together important concepts,
information and ideas.”
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?”
Briefly revisit the key concepts of the importance of being aware of our emotional state,
accept our feelings, recognize their impact on our children and try to find ways to let off steam
and relax. Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide clarifications
where required.
“If you think of more questions that were not answered, write them on a post‐it and post them
on the flip chart any time before you leave the room.”

Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“Deep breathing is one of the efficient ways to lower stress in the body. When you breathe
deeply, it sends a message to your brain to calm down and relax. The brain then sends this
message to your body. As you breathe deeply to relax, your heart rate, blood pressure and
breathing are regulated. For the home activity this week, try to find few minutes during the
day whenever you can to practice deep breathing. Follow the steps outlined in the Handout
2.1.” Do: Check for understanding of the activity and clarify if needed.

Evaluation:

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)

Say

Do
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Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate
your experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will
start with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding
the ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate.
I liked best about the session that....
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs as
participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was this
session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities?
Repeat the same procedure of receiving responses by passing the ball among participants.
Take note of their responses for you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.
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Links:
You can access UNICEF Lebanon’s key message video on self‐care for caregivers to support their own
parenting style here.
The following is the link to the UNICEF Caring for the Caregiver resources. In addition, this resource
‐ Caring for Caregivers during the COVID‐19 crisis includes specifics tips, practical guidance and key
messages for supporting caregivers’ mental health and emotional wellbeing:
https://www.unicef.org/media/84131/file/CFC‐COVID‐ 19.pdf
The following may also be helpful in the context of COVID 19 epidemic:
5 tips to cope with the stress linked to COVID‐19:
Arabic: https://www.facebook.com/UNICEFLebanon/photos/2770697109695240/
English: https://www.facebook.com/UNICEFLebanon/photos/2770860829678868/
UNICEF Advice for parents or caregivers of children with disabilities
3 steps to positive parenting under pressure from Save the Children International
You can refer to this guide by IRC on Parent Support Groups.
You may want to refer to this link for background relaxing music.
You can try the 4 7 8 calm breathing technique through this recording prior to the session of Module 2.
You can learn more about diaphragmatic or belly breathing technique by accessing this video.
.
You can access progressive muscle relaxation technique recorded in Arabic here.
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Write the situations/stressors that make you feel each level of stress below:
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Breathing Exercises

Belly breathing
Belly breathing is easy to do and very relaxing.
Try this basic exercise anytime you need to relax or relieve stress.
1. Sit or lie flat in a comfortable position.
2. Put one hand on your belly just below your ribs and the other hand on your chest.
3. Take a deep breath in through your nose, and let your belly push your hand out. Your
chest should not move.
4. Breathe out through pressed lips as if you were whistling. Feel the hand on your belly
go in, and use it to push all the air out.
5. Do this breathing 3 to 10 times. Take your time with each breath.
6. Notice how you feel at the end of the exercise.
8-7-4 breathing
This exercise also uses belly breathing to help you relax. You can do this exercise either
sitting or down.
1. To start, put one hand on your belly and the other on your chest as in the belly
breathing exercise.
2. Take a deep, slow breath from your belly, and silently count to 4 as you breathe in.
3. Hold your breath, and silently count from 1 to 7.
4. Breathe out completely as you silently count from 1 to 8. Try to get all the air out of
your lungs by the time you count to 8.
5. Repeat 3 to 7 times or until you feel calm.
6. Notice how you feel at the end of the exercise.
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• list the various changes that occur during stages of child

development
• practice skills in language stimulation for children with disabilities
• detect early warning signs of disabilities and discuss possible
intervention options
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Understanding Child Development, Detecting early warning signs

45 min

Activity 2: Language Stimulation for Children with Disabilities

40 min

Wrap-up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the resource cards, and the handout.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies of
the Resource 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and timeline and copies of Handout 3.1 to be given to the parents/
caregivers at the end of the session. Make copies of Handouts according to the expected
number of participants.

Resources and Materials needed:
Handout 3.1
Resource 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3

Glue stick or masking tape
Flipchart or A3 papers
Permanent Markers of different colors
Scissors
A 3 meter rope
Teddy bear, pair of socks or paper bags, A4 papers and coloring pencils
Writing pads and pens per each participant
For Resource 3.1, you may use the QUDWA Velcro timeline if available.
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Introduction

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Introduce yourself as the facilitator and welcome all participants to the training.
Make sure that everyone is comfortable and indicate where the restrooms are.

Ask

all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. If there are new comers,
explain the procedures that would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of
each session. Otherwise follow the agreed upon procedure to take attendance.
Note: If there are new participants joining the group, ask them to

introduce themselves briefly.

Say
Do

Say
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Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“Let us try and remember the themes and topics discussed during our previous
session. What were the main points we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 1.
• Feelings associated with having a child with disabilities such as: denial, rejection,
acceptance
• Effect of stress on parents and children
• Importance of identifying own emotions and stressors
• Managing own stress: coping strategies, self-care, relaxation
Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were asked to practice relaxation exercises at home. When
and for how long did were you able to try these exercises. Compare your feelings
before and after practicing deep breathing and relaxation. How were they different?
Were there any changes in your behaviors towards your children as a result of caring
for yourselves?”

MODULE
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Do

Allow for as many participants as are willing to share their reflections. Thank them
for sharing their experiences openly. Also thank the other participants for listening
attentively.

Explain to the participants that the focus of this session will be on the early years in children’s
lives. Participants will be exploring stages related to child development, monitoring
children’s development and detecting warning signs. They will also practice ways to
stimulate language development in children with disabilities.
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Activities

1.

Child Development and Warning Signs
A. Understanding Child Development (25 minutes)

Explain The emotional, social, cognitive, and physical development during the early years of a child’s

life is very important for his or her health and overall development. Healthy development means
that children of all abilities, including those with disabilities, are able to grow up where their
developmental needs are met. Every child is unique in their pattern of growth and development.
Growth and development is influenced by a variety of factors. Environmental characteristics
and experiences can influence development in a positive or negative way. Some of the factors
that can have a negative influence on development include:
• Poor nutrition
• Lack of access to active spaces, experiences or stimulation
• Isolation because of stigma and discrimination
• Child‐parent/caregiver interactions
• Medical issues, illness, or medication
• Limited access to services
• Neglect, abuse or exploitation
Skills such as taking a first step, smiling for the first time, and waving “bye‐bye” are called
developmental milestones. Children reach milestones in how they play, learn, speak, behave,
and move (for example, crawling and walking). Infants and toddlers generally acquire
developmental milestones in a typical sequence, but no two develop at exactly the same rate
or following the same patterns.

Note: You will find suggestions for different ways of dividing partici-

pants into groups in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s Guide.
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Adaptation: If any of the participants in group 1 or 2 is a parent of

only one child and that child has a disability, invite them to think of a
child that they know or a child that they might have one day.

Do
Say

Divide participants into four groups with 4 or 5 members in each group (depending on the total
number of participants). Give each participant a set of the milestone cards for that group and
a copy of the age ladder (Resource 3.1 and 3.2).
“I would like for each participant in groups 1 and 2 to think of a child that you have who
does not have any identified disabilities. Look at each milestone card and remember when
your child reached that milestone. Then glue/tape the milestone card on the corresponding
age on the ladder. Repeat the same process for all the milestone cards. Now I would like for
each participants in groups 3 and 4 to think about your child who has an identified disability.
Complete the same task as in groups 1 and 2 by looking at each milestone card and matching
it with the age your child achieved that milestone on the age ladder.”

Do

Allow participants 5 minutes to complete this task individually. Alert participants to complete
their task near to the end of the 5 minutes. Then ask each participant to share their charts with
the members in their groups. Guide the groups 1 and 2 by
Asking them, “Discuss in your groups, did all the children reach the milestones at the same age? Why
or why not?”
Guide groups 3 and 4 to do the same for the children with disabilities. Allow 8 minutes for the
reflections and discussions within the groups. When groups complete discussions, ask one
spokesperson from each group to share the group’s discussion points/reflections/conclusion
with the entire group. Allow for one minute per each group. Ask participants to hang the charts
in the front of the room pinpointing how all charts are different but all indicate that children are
developing but at their own pace. Keep these charts so participants refer to them in activity
1a of module 4.
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Activities

1.

Child Development and Warning Signs

Talk

about it

(3 min)

Children (infants and toddlers) generally acquire developmental milestones in a typical
sequence, but no two develop at exactly the same rate or following the same patterns. The
same applies for children with disabilities. Having a safe and loving home and spending me with family - playing, singing, reading, and talking - are very important. Proper nutrition,
exercise, and sleep also can make a big difference.
All the fun activities that you do with your child at home are important in supporting their
learning and development, and have a really long lasting effect on your child’s learning as
they progress from early childhood to middle years. Even when your child is very young and is
not yet able to talk, talking to them helps them to learn and understand new words and ideas.
Developmental milestones fall into categories of development called domains:
Social/Emotional: This domain is about how children interact with others and how they
experience, express and manage emotions.
Language/Communication: This domain is about how children express their needs and share
what they are thinking, as well as understand what is said to them.
Cognitive (learning, thinking, problem‐solving): This domain is about how children learn
new things and solve problems. It includes how children explore their environment to figure
things out. This domain also includes “academic” skills like counting and learning letters and
numbers.
Physical/Movement: This domain is about how children use their bodies. It includes many
milestones parents excitedly wait for.
Some developmental milestones fit more than one domain. For example:
Following instructions can be a language/communication milestone as well as a cognitive
milestone.

Say
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“All domains are equally important. In the second activity of this session, we will be focusing
on the language development domain.”
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B. Detecting early warning signs (20 minutes)
Explain Looking for developmental milestones is important to understanding each child’s development

and behavior. Children with developmental problems are at bigger risk for negative consequences
for their health, well‐being, and success in life. Most children with developmental delays are
not identified early enough for them to benefit from early intervention services; we can all help
change that.

Do
Say
Do
Say
Do

In the same groups, ask participants to share with each other their journey with their child with
disabilities.
“I would like you to share with your group members your experiences with your child with
disabilities. At what age did you notice your child is with disabilities? What were the warning
signs? Who did you share your concerns with first?”
Allow for 8 to 10 minutes (depending on the number of participants in each group/total
number). Walk around the groups to make sure each parent/caregiver is given the opportunity
to share. After all participants share their experiences with their child with disabilities,
“I will now ask you to sit in a comfortable way so you all see the front of the room where I will
be showing you a video clip.”
Play starting at 5:36 min and stop at 7:07 min of the following UNICEF video on Child
Development and Early warning signs. When you stop the video ask about participants’
reflections about what they watched.

Note: Have a list of specific services available within the community/

context corresponding to the participants group to be given out to par-

ents/caregivers. Encourage caregivers to share them with other parents
who do not have access to such services.
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Activities

1.

Child Development and Warning Signs

Talk

about it

It is important for parents and caregivers to be aware of and detect developmental delays
and developmental disabilities early, so that the child can receive help on time and maximize
his/her potential in due course. Time is of essence for young children when they need
specific services (such as speech/psychomotor/occupational/physical therapy, medical
interventions, social/emotional/behavioral support, assistive devices, diagnosis of needs,
developmental evaluation, etc.) and earlier initiation of services is associated with enhanced
outcomes. Appropriate early childhood intervention with family involvement can help children
with disabilities to reach their full potential in all aspects of their development—physical‐
motor, social‐emotional, cognitive and language/communication. Unless a medical diagnosis
is made at birth, the first step in identifying a young child’s disability is a concern raised by
someone familiar with the child. Usually a parent, grandparent, or other caregiver becomes
worried about a young child’s development or learning because they have noticed delays in
the skills that we talked about while discussing developmental milestones.

Note: Mention that parents and caregivers can refer to the Handout 3.1
to track developmental milestones.

Do

Say

Do
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Hold the thick rope in your hand.
“In the previous activity we discussed how and when you discovered your child is with
disability and who you shared your concerns with. We will now discuss how you sought help
within the community. First we will discuss the challenges you faced. Each participant will
mention a challenge and make a knot on the rope before passing it to the other participant.”
Start with a possible challenge such as the challenge of transportation to the medical center,
make a note and pass the rope to a participant. After all challenges are mentioned,
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“Now we will discuss the support services you were able to arrange for your child. Did your
child receive any diagnostic services or developmental evaluation of needs? Did your child
need speech/psychomotor/physical/occupational therapy services? For each service that
you were able to provide your child with, you will untie one knot on the rope.” Participants
will be passing the rope and sharing with each other their positive experiences after early
identification/detection of their child’s needs.
Adaptation: You may give out to each participant a yellow and a red
card. If their answer is true they can hold up the yellow card and if
their answer is false they hold up the red card.

Quick Check

Do Read the following statements to the participants and ask them to answer by
True or False. Elaborate on the ones that are false.

a) A baby cannot see or hear at birth.
Babies can see and hear from birth. Many babies actually remember songs they
heard repeatedly while still in the womb, so you should begin talking (and
singing!) to your child right away ‐ even before birth.
b) Before your child speaks, the only way they communicate is by crying.
Babies express themselves in many ways such as by laughing, smiling,
wiggling, and moving as well as crying.
c) You should talk to your child even before your child can speak.
d) Your child drops things just to annoy you.
Your child might be exploring the world around him or he his fine motor skills
might not have developed yet.
e) Children learn better by trying things out and copying others rather than
being told what to do.
f) The brain grows most rapidly when your child enters school.
The brain develops most rapidly before birth and during the first two years of
life and then continues to grow during school.
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Activities

2.

Language Stimulation for Children with
Disabilities (40 minutes)

Explain Communication and language development are areas of particular weakness for children

with disabilities. Parents’ and caregivers’ interaction with children influences language
development. Early interventions involve training parents how best to respond to their
children and provide appropriate language stimulation.

Do
Say

Do
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Divide the participants into four groups of 5 or 6 participants in each group (depending on the
total number of participants).
“In this activity you will be practicing ways to stimulate language development in children
who have delays in language development. The tasks assigned will help you have hands‐on
experience in creating language enhancement tools from materials you can find at home
such as paper, coloring pencils, socks, markers, or a teddy bear. You will plan for strategies
to enhance your child’s language development through the use of these tools. You will then
share your creative outputs with the whole group.”
Give each group the corresponding page from Resource 3.3. Allow for 15 minutes for the
group work. Walk around the groups and check for understanding for the task relevant to
each group. Prompt them with strategies if needed. When the groups have completed their
tasks, ask a spokesperson from each group to present their completed tasks with the whole
group. Elaborate on the importance of each strategy if needed.
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Being responsive in communicating with children helps build a strong language foundation.
Being responsive encourages your child to communicate with you so you can respond. Being
responsive does not mean you will talk all the time, instead, you will notice what he does and
says and then respond by focusing on his interest. Being responsive shows your child that you
are interested in what he is communicating, and it helps keep the interaction ongoing.
Get down to your child’s level and maintain eye contact with him/her – you need to be face‐to‐
face and down at your child’s physical level to see and hear exactly what he is doing or saying.
Observe, Wait, and Listen – once you get down to your child’s eye level, wait and listen to
what he says. Allowing time for a child to communicate is very important. After your child
communicates, pick on his/her interest and talk back to him/her about his interest repeating
words and sentences. Allow for the interaction to keep going, back and forth.
Join in and play with your child – follow your child’s lead and stay focused on his/her interests.
Imitate his sounds and actions, say what he is doing or what you think he is doing or trying to
tell you.
Through this ongoing back‐and‐forth interaction, your child will also learn how to receive
messages from you. Your child will also have the chance to add new communication skills,
such as gestures, sounds, or words.
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Say
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Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“We have come to the end of our first session. We have explored together important concepts,
information and ideas.”
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?”
Briefly revisit the key concepts of the importance of understanding stages of child development,
monitoring developmental milestones and detecting warning signs early as well as language
stimulation to enhance language development. Make a note of any questions, concerns or
issues raised. Provide clarifications where required.
“If you think of more questions that were not answered, write them on a post‐it and post them
on the flip chart any time before you leave the room.”
Note: If questions are not relevant to the content covered or to the

whole group, take note of them and try to address them after the end

of the session with the participant who has asked the question. If questions are difficult to tackle during the session, you may receive guid-

ance from your supervisor and discuss the answers at the beginning of
the following session.

Say

Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“For this week’s home activity, you will choose one or more of the strategies in language
development that we practiced today. You may also choose one or more of the following
strategies and apply them with your child/children at home to enhance their language and
communication skills. Take note of any changes in your child’s/children’s language and
communication skills: new gestures, words, eye contact. Practices to augment language and
communication during early years:
• Chat with your child: engage in conversations with your child regardless of their level of
language development.
• Be a reporter: give descriptions of objects, talk about the weather, the events of the day, the
meal you have prepared.
• Use signs and gestures with the words that you use. You may also use pictures with the
words that you use, e.g. When you ask Do you want a sandwich? you point to the picture of
a sandwich.”
Adaptation: Parents and caregivers whose children are in the middle

years or adolescents, can practice augmenting language and communi-

cation by chatting with them, asking them to be reporter after modeling

it to them, taking a video of them while they are reporting about a topic of their interest, e.g. the weather or their favorite activity/food.
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Evaluation:
Do

Say

Do

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)
Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate
your experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will
start with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding
the ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate.
I liked best about the session that....
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs as
participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was this
session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities?
Repeat the same procedure of receiving responses by passing the ball among participants.
Take note of their responses for you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.

Links:
You can access UNICEF Lebanon’s Qudwa Child Brain Development video in Arabic here.
• You can read more about developmental milestones of the first two years in babies’ lives on the UNICEF
website following this link.
• You can find a mini parenting masterclass about baby talk on this UNICEF page, and about building
babies’ brains through play on this page.
• You may share with the participants the following link which includes children’s songs in Arabic. UNICEF
“11”: Four decade‐old songs renewed in album from children in Syria and the Middle East
• You can access information about early childhood development in Arabic in these UNICEF webpages.
In addition to language stimulation, could also potentially consider other forms of stimulation ‐ e.g.
engaging in play activities/responsive care. The Care for Child Development (CCD) package includes
specific play and communication activities for children 0‐2+ yrs https://www.unicef.org/documents/
care‐child‐development
Additionally, this version of CCD, developed by UNICEF LACRO includes specific considerations and
activities for children with disabilities:
https://www.unicef.org/lac/en/reports/care‐child‐development‐ccd
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Resource 3.1

MODULE

3

Resource 3.2

Developmental milestones

Group 1
Knows what
ordinary
things are for;
for example,
telephone, brush,
spoon

Looks for objects
when they are
hidden

Points to show
others something
interesting

Uses fork or
spoon to eat

Responds to own
name

Gets excited
when with other
children

Uses gestures
such as shakes
head to say “no”

Brings hand to
mouth

Plays
cooperatively

Started speaking
in full sentences

Prepared a small
snack or sandwich

Crawled forward
on belly
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Resource 3.2

Developmental milestones

Group 2
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Plays peek-a-boo

Plays simple
pretend, such as
feeding a teddy

Walks alone

Sorts objects by
shape and color

Says sentences
with 2 to 4 words

Follows simple
instructions

Uses gestures
such as waves
“good bye”

Crawls forward on
belly

Tells stories

Took a shower
alone

Plays pretend
games like feeding
a doll

Started using
two-word
expressions
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Resource 3.2

Developmental milestones

Group 3

Responds to own
name

Pulls up to stand

Claps hands

Copies sounds

Finger feeds
himself/herself

First smile

Climbs well

Started holding
a pen and
scribbling

Started calling
friends or family
members on the
phone

Responds to “no”

Says several
single words

Points to things
or pictures when
they’re named
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Developmental milestones
Group 4
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Reaches seating
position without
help

Says “mama” and
“baba” or “dada”

Says sentences
with 2 to 4 words

Walks holding on
to furniture

Begins to sit
without support

Kicks a ball

Undresses
without help

Undresses
without help

Copies adults and
friends

Started writing

Began to make
sounds, babbling

Started a hobby
or activity
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Group 1
Materials: Teddy bear
Strategy: building vocabulary through repeating a variety of word types
One way to build children’s vocabulary is to repeat words that match their interests as we interact
with them throughout the day. It is more efficient to start repeating words that children understand
and communicate about through actions or gestures but perhaps cannot yet say. For example, a
child might pull you to the kitchen to drink water but does not yet say “water”. In this case, you could
repeat the word “water” each time he pulls you to drink. The same strategy could be applied with
sentences if children already use more than one word expressions.
Task: Using the teddy bear and the strategy of repeating sentences and words to enhance language
development, plan for a game that you can play with your child. List all possible sentences and
words you can introduce and enhance through the use of the Teddy bear. Examples would be: “hug”,
“You’re hugging the bear.”
Group 2
Materials: a pair of socks or paper bags, colorful markers
Strategy: using puppets to enhance social communication skill
Puppets are a amusing way to encourage children to improve their language skills. Children who are
often shy or hesitant to talk to an adult will talk to a puppet. Puppets do not have to be complicated;
we can create them from ordinary material!
Task: Draw on the socks or paper bags to make hand puppets. Choose a communication skill such as
saying “hello” , “ I want a cookie, pleasse” “thank you” or “goodbye” and plan how you would teach it
by using the puppets.
Group 3
Materials: papers, coloring pencils
Strategy: storytelling or use of picture cards to teach a action words
Books and telling stories are one of the best ways to enhance language skills. There is no end to the
language you can develop through books. Pictures can tell stories, help in naming objects as well as
introduce children to action words. When books are not available, we can create one!
Task: Use the papers and coloring pencils to either create a small book/story or set of picture cards
to teach action words to children. Examples of action words includes: eating, jumping, playing,
washing.
Group 4
Materials: none
Strategy: songs and rhymes to enhance language development
Singing songs and saying rhymes helps in language development through repetition ad memorizing
the words of the rhyme or song.
Task: Try to write a rhyme to teach body parts to your child. Think of a song you already know or your
child is already exposed to. Use the tune of that song with the rhyme that you have created to teach
your child the body parts. You can do the same for other related words such as colors and shapes.
You may also use songs in teaching a sequence or a life skill, e.g. steps in brushing teeth.
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UNICEF Recommendations for Care for Child Development Poster (https://sites.unicef.
org/earlychildhood/files/8._CCD_-_Poster.pdf) is a helpful tool summarizing stages of child
development and tips for each stage.

UNICEF QUDWA Caregivers Toolbox. Annex III Milestone Content. مؤشرات النمو الرئيسية
The following is a UNICEF handbook for Early Childhood Development in Arabic prepared
in Palestine in 2020. It includes lists developmental milestones per age, it provides tips to
enhance development per age group as wel as warning signs in each stage.
https://www.unicef.org/sop/media/1416/file/UNICEF20%-20%Parent20%booklet20%online.pdf
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• recognize the importance of social/emotional health for children with disabilities
•
•

102

and discuss ways to foster an environment of positivity.
discuss various ways they can promote an environment at home where their
children’s learning needs are met and especially in time management and
organizational skills.
be introduced to gender responsive parenting that applies key principles such
as gender equality and inclusion, and that promotes positive gender norms and
socialization.
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Social emotional wellbeing, Study and organizational skills

55 min

Activity 2: Gender responsive parenting: raising awareness about biases,
practicing tips Wrap‐up

30 min

Wrap‐up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation: I like it, I will try to apply it

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the resources, and the handout.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies
of Resources 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to be given to the parents/caregivers during the session.
Make 4 copies of Resource 4.2 pictures and copies of Resource 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 according to
the expected number of participants.

Resources and Materials needed:
Resource 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4

A deck of cards or UNO.
Soft ball
Flipchart or A3 papers Permanent Markers Scissors
Writing pads and pens per each participant Yellow and green post‐it papers
Cardboards
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Introduction

Do

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Welcome each participant warmly and enthusiastically as they enter the room. If
there are any new comers to the group, introduce yourself as the facilitator and
welcome them to the training. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and remind
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. Reiterate the procedures that
would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of each session.
Note: When new parents/caregivers join the group, ask them to intro-

duce themselves by stating their name, number of children they care
for, and perhaps talk a little more about the child with disabilities.

Say

Say
Do
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Review of the Previous Session (5 min)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our
previous session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 3.
• Children in the early years
• Developmental milestones
• Early detection of warning signs
• Promoting language development during the early years
Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were invited to select a language and communication
stimulation activity that you had practiced during session 3 and apply it with your
child at home. You were asked to note any changes in your child’s patterns of
communication and/or language skills.”
Allow for as many participants as are willing to share their experiences and reflections.
Thank them for applying the strategies and sharing their experiences with the group.
Also thank the other participants for listening attentively and for respecting the
confidentiality of the information shared during the sessions.
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Explain To the participants that in this session the focus will be on the middle childhood years
between the ages of 6 and 12. All areas of development continue to be very important
during middle years. Children continue to develop their cognitive skills, they develop
physically, in language and communication as well as in social emotional skills.
Special focus will be put in this module on social emotional wellbeing during middle
childhood. Participants will be exploring ways to promote positive self‐esteem, and
ensure positive home environment to promote learning. They will also recognize
gender inequality in society and reflect on the power of parents to overturn it.
Note: Acknowledge parents’/caregivers’ efforts and provide them with

encouraging remarks such as “I can see that you have been engaged
with your child and together you have achieved a positive outcome.
Well done!”
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Activities

1.

Promoting an environment that enhances
social/emotional wellbeing and learning
A. What can my child do? Enhancing your child’s social/emotional wellbeing (30 minutes)

Do
Say
Do

Say

Have the charts with developmental ages and milestones from the activity 1a of module 3
ready for participants to refer to.
“In module 3 you placed developmental milestones for your child on the age timelines. Look at
your charts and the milestones you have pasted on them. What are examples of developments
between the age of 6 to 12 on your charts?”
Receive answers from participants. Responses might include: Undresses without help, tells
stories, plays cooperatively, starts to make friends, starts to read/write, etc.
Adaptation: Parents and caregivers whose children have not yet
reached middle childhood would contribute as much as they can from
their observations of other children in the family or neighborhood.
They can still benefit from this activity as their children will reach
middle childhood soon.
“Think of your child who is or when he/she was between the age of 6 and 12. What were or are
the major changes that he/she went through/is going through during this stage? Add those
changes to your charts.

Explain A child’s developmental track in their middle childhood years (between 6 and 12 years of age)

contributes considerably to the adolescent and adult they will develop into. Middle childhood
is a period where children move into growing roles and situations. Events such as starting
school bring children this age into regular contact with the larger world. Friendships become
more and more important. Children begin to spend more time in school and other activities
which are away from home. As they experience more of the world around them, children begin
to develop their own identity. Children with disabilities might also be spending further time
away from home receiving additional services that they need. Physical, social, and cognitive
skills develop quickly at this time. This is a critical time for children to develop confidence in all
areas of life, such as through friends, schoolwork, and activities.
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Say

Do
Say

Say

Do
Say

Do
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“Children with disabilities may face challenges at school both in the academic and social
contexts, dealing with things like stigma, discrimination, exclusion, and inaccessibility.
Children with disabilities may develop negative self‐esteem, as a result of the challenges they
may be facing. It is very important for parents/caregivers of children with disabilities to realize
that emotional health can actually enhance the performance of children with disabilities. One
of the ways to enhance your child’s self‐ esteem is by highlighting your child’s strengths. The
following activity would help you discuss the strengths of your child with disabilities.”
Post/draw the illustration in Resource 4.1 on the flipchart. Ask the participants to be seated in
groups of 4 or 5 (depending on the total number of participants).
“Every child, including children with disabilities, has strengths and challenges. For this activity,
we will be focusing on your child’s strengths rather than challenges. Think of a strength
or strengths that your child with disability has. Look at the illustration on the flipchart for
guidance in case you need it. Write the strength on a post‐it paper, each strength on a separate
paper and post it on the chart under the relevant area.” After they finish noting down their
child’s strengths and posting them, read examples to the participants.
“It is very important to recognize children’s strengths, celebrate them and provide them with
encouragement. Highlighting your child’s strengths will contribute to a positive and healthy
self‐image/self‐esteem which in turn will positively affect his/her development in other
domains.”
Draw a line on the chart from the box of physical skills to hobbies, from the box of language
skills to cognitive academic skills.
“Children’s strengths as well as challenges in different developmental areas are interconnected.
For example, if a child has challenges in school work (cognitive domain), this would affect his
self‐esteem and social interaction skills (social emotional development domain). Similarly, if
a child has strengths in for example football (physical skill), he will practice it more willingly
(motivation/social emotional domain). We can build on children’s strengths so that we help
them with their challenges. For example, if a child has the hobby of listening to and memorizing
songs, we can encourage him/her to produce tunes to academic information to enhance
retaining them in their memory (cognitive domain). Can you think of any examples where
your child’s strengths could enhance their development and learning? Look at the strengths
that you have identified and think how you can channel them to help face challenges in other
areas?”
Allow participants to share and build on the examples they provide.
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Activities

1.

Promoting an environment that enhances
social/emotional wellbeing and learning
B. Promoting study and organizational skills (25 minutes)

Say

“We know that day‐to‐day challenges are part of life, especially when the country we live in
is going through crises. This is why we want to talk about the importance of parents and
caregivers of children with disabilities to support the child’s learning as much as possible.
One way to support the child is by ensuring that the home positive learning environment plays
a part in the learning process too, no matter how old the child is. It is also very important to
establish a routine at home and to respect it.
The home learning environment includes everything that parents/caregivers and the family
does and the spaces the child has access to that affect the child›s development and learning.
This comprises of the opportunities children have to play and interact with people, objects, toys
and books that help them understand the world and apply concepts/skills they are introduced
to. The most significant aspect is children’s interactions with parents/caregivers, siblings, and
other people who provide the love, security, reassurance, communication and positive role
models to support the child to develop.”
Note: Explain to parents that positivity promotes social/emotional

wellbeing; however, should they be observing signs of deeper emotion-

al issues, they would need to ask help or receive a referral to psycho-

social support and services.

Do

Say
Do
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Show the participants figure 1 in Resource 4.2.
“What aspects of the environment in this picture are not favorable for children with disabilities?
What factors in the home setting affect the process of learning at home?”
Elicit as many responses from participants as possible. Responses may vary and examples
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of responses would be: the room is messy, study space is not organized, there are many
distractors in the room, supplies needed for studying are not available, electronic devices
might be causing noise.
Note: Make a link here to the importance of self-esteem in resilience

Ask
Do

especially in handling bullying.

“What aspects of the environment where you live is affecting or would affect your child’s
development and learning? Draw on a white piece of paper the space your child has at home
and include the challenges that are present in that environment.”
Allow time for participants to draw. Then ask them to share their drawings and challenges
in pairs. Look for ways you can divide participants into pairs in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s
guide.
Adaptation: Encourage participants who prefer writing to drawing to
make a list of the challenges in the environment.

Say
Do

Say

Do

“I would like you to continue the activity in your groups.”
Hand to each group one set of the Resource 4.2 picture cards.
“Within the groups, discuss and select strategies for enhancing time management and
organizational skills for your children that are applicable in your home setting. Link these
strategies to the challenges you had identified in your drawing. Look at the picture cards that
were given to you for clues.”
Allow 10 minutes for this activity. A spokesperson from each group then presents the small
group activity to the whole group. Allow 2 minutes per each group. Record their answers on a
flipchart if needed. If needed refer to the strategies below to guide parents with challenges if
applicable.
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Activities

1.

Promoting an environment that enhances
social/emotional wellbeing and learning
The following strategies that ensure a conducive learning environment
at home.
• Use checklists:
Help your child develop the routine of using a “to‐do” list. Checklists
can be used to list assignments and household chores and to remind
children to bring appropriate materials to school and to their study
desks at home.
• Organize homework assignments:
Before beginning study and home assignment time, encourage your
child to number assignments in the order in which he would do them.
Encourage them to start with the assignments that are longer and need
more focus.
• Choose a study space:
It is desirable that children study in the same place every day where
supplies and materials are close at hand. This should be a quiet place
with the fewest distractions possible.
• Keep a calendar:
Keep a large calendar that lists the schedules for extracurricular
activities, therapy sessions, days off from school and major events at
home and at school.
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• Color code school supplies:
You might want to try color‐coding books and notebooks to make it a
little easier for your child to identify and locate his materials.
• Set a timer:
When children know that there is a limit to how long they have to stay
focused, it can make it easier for them to sustain their attention. Set
a timer for how long your child needs to work before having a quick
snack or taking a break. Increase the amount of time little by little as
your child shows better skills at focusing.
• Provide your child with praise:
Praise your child’s effort to improve organizational skills even if there
is small improvement.
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Activities

2.

Gender Responsive Parenting
A. Guess if it is a boy or a girl (raising awareness about stereotypes and biases that affect
children’s participation, interaction and learning) (30 minutes)

Say

Do

Say

Do
Say

“Brains of both boys and girls with and without disabilities have the capacity to learn, to be
kind, or gentle, depending on the ways their development is encouraged by their caregivers
and communities. It is the gender roles and expectations that cause differences that might
eventually cause gender inequality.” Gender responsive parenting is parenting that applies
gender equality and inclusion, and that promotes positive gender norms and socialization.
This means promoting and supporting the holistic development, well‐being and positive
gender socialization of the child throughout their life course, through parenting interactions,
behaviors, emotions, knowledge, beliefs, attitudes and practices. Gender Responsive parenting
is important from birth and we will focus on it in this module.”
Give out a pair of the cards on Resource 4.3 for each participant.
“One way to work towards gender responsive parenting is to become aware of our own internal
gender biases. In this activity we will be playing a guessing game. I will be reading descriptions
of children and you need to guess if the child being described is a boy or a girl. If your guess is
a boy, hold up the picture of the boy. If your guess is a girl, hold up the picture of the girl.”
Read each of the following descriptions and ask for the participants’ responses. Note how
many of each alternative answers you receive for each description.
“As you could notice, there were differences in responses which is somehow expected. The
descriptions that you have heard could be true of either a boy or a girl in each case but our
gender role expectations influence our responses and so the result would be differences in the
choices you made.”
a) A six year old child has difficulties in reading and writing, is strong and likes to explore.
Shows affection towards caregivers but might bite when angry.
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b) An eight year old child has difficulties in mathematics. Loves to do puzzles and constructing
objects. Very helpful with chores at home.
d) A nine year old child, has intellectual disability, likes to be outdoor almost all day long. When
at home, chitter chatters with family members and is good at making them laugh.
e) A seven year old child with hearing impairment cries so easily when frustrated. Likes to
draw and paint and is so good with technology.

Say

Do

“ I would like you to discuss in your groups the answers to the following questions:
1) On what basis did you select the gender roles?
2) What are some of your own biases, values and belief systems in relation to your
choice for each of these descriptions?
3) How might these gender values / beliefs influence the way you interact with
your children? Do you engage differently with boys and girls?”
Allow 10 minutes for the groups. Ask for a spokesperson from each group to report back to the
whole group. Allow for 2 minutes per each group.

B. Practicing Tips for gender responsive parenting
Explain Gender is not about biological differences between the sexes. Society defines what it means

to be a boy or a girl, and these social definitions often influence children to conform to specific
and restrictive gender roles and expectations from a young age.
Each one of us has unintentional gender biases and beliefs. These are roles that we have
internalized based on our society’s set expectations about how men and women should dress,
behave and present themselves, and what kind of work they should do. It is in our capacity
to become aware of these biases and challenge the stereotypes that our children constantly
encounter, whether in the media, on the street or at the school.
Children model a lot of their behavior and develop their understanding of acceptable masculine
or feminine qualities from their parents. Parents can influence how their children view gender
and how they decide what it means to be a girl, boy, woman or man. Children are influenced
by their parents through the roles they take on inside and outside the home and through the
language used with children themselves. Furthermore, how parents interact with other adults
and family members can impact on children’s expectations of personal relationships.
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Activities

2.

Gender Responsive Parenting
Gender stereotypes are reinforced to children through toys, sports, games, toys, books, the
media and sometimes through messages from caregivers, family members and friends. Gender
stereotypes have a major influence on children’s skill development and interests. Stereotyping
can limit children’s choices and aspirations. Stereotyping can impact the role that children
take as adults and can bring about gender inequality. When parents and caregivers break down
gender stereotypes, they help boys and girls with or without disabilities develop based on their
personal strengths and interests rather than by society’s expectations.

Do

Say
Do
Say
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Give out Resource 4.4, and yellow and green post‐it papers to the participants.
“You will now explore ways to we can practice gender responsive parenting. In
pairs read and discuss the recommendations on Resource 4.4.”
Allow 5 minutes for pairs to read and understand the tips. Put up three blank cardboards/A3
papers or flipchart papers. Label them Early Childhood (0 to 5 years), Middle Childhood (6 to 12
years) and Adolescence (13‐18 years).
“Think about the context you live in, yourself, your family members, the extended family, and
the neighborhood, your child’s the school, the community. What practices do you engage
in or you observe others engaging in towards your child with disabilities that do not reflect
gender‐responsiveness? Write them on the yellow post‐its. Now write on the green post‐it your
suggestion to that person or for yourself to modify that behavior into a gender‐responsive
behavior based on the tips you have read.” Do: Allow for few minutes. Say: “Now think about
which age range your observations and tips are relevant to: Early Childhood, Middle Childhood,
Adolescence. Read them to the group in turns and post them on the relevant poster.”
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Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our previous
session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Briefly revisit the key concepts of the importance of social/emotional health for children
with disabilities and the effect of the environment at home on children’s learning needs
and especially in time management and organizational skills. Revisit the concept of gender
inequality in society and how parents play a vital role in sending the appropriate messages to
their children with or without disabilities.
Note: Remember to always praise and thank parents when they actively

participate or complete tasks such as the one in this activity.

Do

Say

Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide clarifications where required.

Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“During Middle Childhood years children with disabilities are learning many new rules, skills,
concepts and information. To achieve this they need remember steps, rules and pay attention
to details. These skills all require working memory which is like the mental scratch pad that
holds all the information that a child needs for a given task. Simple card games like War, Go
Fish, Crazy Eights, Spoon and Uno can improve working memory as children have to keep
the rules of the game in mind and they also have to remember what cards they have and
what cards other people have played. Moreover, when children learn how to play a game and
become good at it, this could help boost their self‐concept. And finally, once children enjoy
playing these card games, the play time could be built into their schedule of the day towards
the end of the day as a celebration of successful completion of their tasks for the day. For
this module’s home activity you are encouraged to play card games with your children at
home and observe any changes in their thinking abilities. Come back with your findings so
you share them during the following module.”
Note: Use the deck of cards to demonstrate to parents few card games,

or ask volunteers to share games that they play with the whole group.
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Adaptation: Parents and caregivers could also be encouraged to use

card games to enhance mathematics skills such as identifying numerals, comparing number 1-10, sorting by colors/shapes, matching same
numbers or pictures, if these are applicable to their child’s learning
needs.

Evaluation:

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)
Say

Do

Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate your
experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will start
with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding the
ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate. I
liked best about the session that....
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs as
participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was this
session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities?
Repeat the same procedure of receiving responses by passing the ball among participants.
Take note of their responses for you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.

Links:
Middle Childhood years are marked with the beginning of formal education for children with disabilities.
Parents and caregivers might be concerned with the opportunities for their children to be included in
schools. Refer to this UNICEF study about Barriers to Education for Children in Disabilities in Lebanon for
a deeper understanding of the situation in relation to inclusion of children with disabilities.
The following video where the focus is on Building Resilience, Mental Health and PSS Support could be
shared with the parents and caregivers.
This UNICEF Lebanon video about Inclusive Education is a good source to share with parents as well.
The following two videos about Development During Middle Childhood and Social Emotional Development
are helpful resources for facilitators in preparation for this module.
This World Bank Group DCP Chapter 17: Disability in Middle Childhood and Adolescence is helpful as a
background document to this module.
You can watch this video about color coding material from Understood.org here.
The following is UNICEF Tip Sheet for Gender Responsive Parenting and another Tips For Parents Of
Adolescents To Support Gender Responsive Parenting
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Examples of strengths

Has good physical health and nutrition
Has good eating habits
Is developing a sense of responsibility for personal health
Has regular oral health care: brushes teeth with little or no help
Engages in physical activities
Has positive attitude
Feels loved and valued by parents and other adults
Has one or more close friends
Is developing social skills
Expresses feelings through gestures, actions or words
Seems to enjoy life and has joyful experiences
Participates in family and social activities
Feels comfortable asking questions to parents, siblings, teachers
Works hard in school
Learns tunes to songs quickly and likes to sing
Moves to music and dances to songs comfortably
Offers to help peers, siblings, parents, adults when asked
Sleeps well at night
Shows appropriate table manners such as chewing mouth closed, using a napkin to wipe the mouth
Shows curiosity about the environment, about living and non-living things
Shows relative strength in mathematics computation skills
Shows relative strength in reading fluency
Has aquired proficiency in a foreign language other than the main language spoken at home, e.g.
English in Arabic speaking families
Plays well with others
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Figure 1:
Discuss aspects of this environment that are not favorable for children with disabilities to focus
while studying.

Using the images below, draw a list of suggestions to enhance time management and organizational
skills during study time at home.
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Notebook/Folder
Color Codes:
Classwork
Homework
Math
Writing
Reading
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Recommendations for Gender Responsive Parenting:

Encourage all children (both girls and boys) to participate in a variety of activities, both
indoors and outdoors.
Provide a variety of resources and materials (toys, books, movies) which give a balance
of gender roles, attitudes and expectations.
Encourage respectful relationships between children by using gender neutral language.
For example, instead of saying “policeman” say “police officer”.
Offer all children the opportunity to participate in day-to-day tasks e.g. setting the table,
sweeping the floor and helping with the laundry.
Encourage all to express their emotions and to display affection and empathy.
Recognize and respond to all children’s individual needs, abilities and interests.
Look for opportunities to have discussion with your children about gender stereotypes.
Interact with boys and girls using similar tone of voice; set similar expectations for
behavior (aggression); and aspire similar goals for independence and achievements.
Actively seek to include fathers or other male caregivers in activities to promote positive
parenting.
Avoid language or jokes that can reinforce gender stereotypes intended to be derogatory,
e.g. ‘he cries like a girl’, ‘she’s such a tomboy’, ‘she’s too bossy’, ‘he’s too soft’, etc.
Encourage all children to build relationships and networks within their neighborhood and
community, e.g. with neighboring children.
Model gender-equitable behavior and roles at home that positively challenge gender
stereotypes, e.g. doing activities traditionally connected to the opposite gender like
fathers cooking in the kitchen and sharing caregiving and household responsibilities.
Show love and affection freely and discourage toxic/stereotypical masculine behavior
(e.g. saying that boys who cry are weak). Encourage adolescents to be emotionally open,
honest and accepting and encourage them to express their feelings.
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• discuss ways they can encourage their adolescent with disabilities acquire daily
•
•
•

130

living skills.
discuss the importance of self‐sufficiency and autonomy for adolescent with
disability.
improve knowledge, attitude and skills towards personal hygiene, sanitation (and
menstruation in adolescent girls).
propose ways they would approach their adolescent to raise awareness about
sexual health.
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Your Child in the Adolescence

Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Adolescence: A step towards independence and autonomy

35 min

Activity 2: Adolescence, Puberty and Disabilities Myth versus Fact game,

50 min

Practicing talking to adolescents about puberty
Wrap‐up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, handouts and the resources.
• Make three signs marked ‘True’, ‘False’ and ‘Don’t Know’ and post them at different places in
the room where participants will be able to stand.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies
of Resource 5.1 and 5.2 to be given to the parents/caregivers at the end of the session. Make
4 or 5 copies of Resource 5.2 and 5.3 so you would give one copy per each group. Make
copies of Resource 5.1, 5.4 and Handouts 5.1 and 5.2 according to the expected number of
participants.

Resources and Materials needed:
Resource 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4
Handout 5.1, 5.2
Soft ball
Flipchart or A3 papers Permanent Markers Scissors
Writing pads and pens per each participant
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Introduction

Do

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Welcome each participant warmly and enthusiastically as they enter the room. If
there are any new comers to the group, introduce yourself as the facilitator and
welcome them to the training. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and remind
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. Reiterate the procedures that
would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of each session.
Note: When new parents/caregivers join the group, ask them to introduce
themselves by stating their name, number of children they care for, and
perhaps talk a little more about the child with disabilities.
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Say

Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our
previous session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 4.
• Children in the middle childhood years
• Organizational skills to enhance learning
• Social and emotional needs of children during these years
• Gender based expectations and how to promote gender equity

Say

Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were encouraged to play card games with your child
with disabilities to enhance working memory. Card games were recommended for
motivational purposes and for enhancing number concepts in mathematics.”
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Note: Acknowledge parents’/caregivers’ efforts and provide them
with encouraging remarks such as “I can seethat you have been
engaged with your child and together you have achieved a positive
outcome. Well done!”

Adaptation: participants can be asked to list challenges on yellow

post-it papers and positive outcomes on a blue one and post them
on the flip chart in front of the room.

Ask

Say

The participants to share in pairs their children’s reactions to the game.
“Share with your partners your experiences applying the home activity. Were there any changes
in your children’s ability to retain information in their memory? Be ready to share with the group
one challenge you faced and one positive observation.” Allow for participants to share their
experiences and reflections in pairs. Then ask volunteer pairs of participants to share with the
group one challenge that they faced and one positive outcome. Thank them for applying the
strategies and sharing their experiences with the group and thank the other participants for
listening attentively and for respecting the confidentiality of the information shared during the
sessions.

Explain To the participants that in this session the focus will be on children during adolescence.

Even though participants might not all have children within this age group, being prepared for
adolescence will be helpful. Participants will be exploring how to encourage independent living
skills and autonomy. Personal hygiene, menstruation and sexual health will also be tackled
during this session.
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Activities

1.

Adolescence: A step towards
independence and autonomy (35 minutes)

Explain that adolescence is a time of great emotional and psychological change, of emerging sexuality

and important life choices about employment and education. Brain development continues
throughout adolescence which provides with an opportunity to compensate challenges that
could have been faced during early childhood.

Ask/brainstorm

“What are the needs of adolescents with disabilities?”
Receive responses and then explain the following:
Adolescents with disabilities have needs very similar to the needs of all other young people, as
clearly stated in Article 23 of the United Nations’ Convention on the Rights of the Child. They
need a safe and supportive environment, education, health services and access to sport and
recreation. They also need to develop skills that will serve them well in the community and the
work place.
While developing these skills, adolescents with disabilities face many challenges common
to their peers without disabilities; however, the ways that they resolve them may differ.
Adolescents with disabilities and their parents/caregivers aim for them to live independently
and to acquire daily living skills to be able to practice autonomy.

Note: Caregivers and parents who have children between the ages of 12
and 18 can related to their experiences. Parents and caregivers whose
children are younger, could reflect on what they anticipate; whereas

parents and caregivers who have young adults with disabilities could
look back to the years of adolescence and recall their concerns.
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Say
Do

Say

5

“I would like you to brainstorm and share with the group what you are most concerned about
your adolescent with disability. You may also think about the challenges you have faced while
providing care to your adolescent with disabilities.”
Elicit all concerns and record them on the flip chart. Continue and say: “Parents and caregivers
of adolescents with disabilities would mostly be concerned about their autonomy including
independence in activities of daily living. For adolescents with disabilities, reaching full
independence might take a bit longer, and require additional supports. Achieving independence
can be harder if children have not yet had the opportunity to carry out daily living tasks
independently or make decisions on their own.”
“Practicing independence is crucial for adolescents so they would live safely and independently
as adults. You may think that your adolescent is not yet ready for independent living. We will
now be doing an activity that would help support adolescents with disabilities to work towards
becoming more independent. One way to do that is by supporting them to develop their skills
in carrying out activities of daily living skills, for example by providing practical knowledge on
how to do it, identifying what supports or accommodations they may need, or improving their
confidence in the skill.”
Note: For this activity, participants could perhaps be grouped based

on commonalities such as the type of disability, the relevance of the
independence skill.

Ask

the participants to be seated in six groups with 4 participants per group. Do: Give out Resource
5.1 corresponding to each group. Say: “Discuss in your groups how you would support your
adolescents with disabilities to work towards becoming more independent and specifically
related to the skill your group is assigned. The groups would be assigned one of these
independence skills randomly:
a) money management,
b) food preparation,
c) housekeeping e.g. laundry, dishes, cleaning,
d) safety in the house e.g. moving around, use of utensils, problem solving with small
emergencies,
e) looking after their own health and problem solving with mild illnesses,
f) communication, participation, and social decision making
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Activities

1.

Adolescence: A step towards
independence and autonomy (35 minutes)
Adaptation: you can customize this activity by including activities of
daily living that are relevant to the children/adolescents with dis-

abilities of the participant group. Other skills might include getting

dressed and undressed, shopping skills, management of time, planning for leisure activities, getting around.

Explain to the participants that during the first part of this activity they will be working individually and
then they will be sharing their responses within the group.

Say
Do

Say

Do

Say
Do
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“You will be achieving personal planning at the end of this activity. Take few minutes to think
about this activity alone. Answer the first four questions on the activity sheet that are relevant
to your adolescent and the skill assigned to your group.”
Allow few minutes for individual work.
“Exchange within your groups your ideas of practical knowledge, supports or accommodations,
and strategies that you thought of or have tried. You will be sharing experiences and receiving
support from each other to tackle this skill with your adolescent. Revise your own plan based
on ideas from group members.”
Allow 10 minutes for the group sharing and discussions.
“We will now play another game that is called Search/Pair/Share.
Give the participants the titles and definitions/explanations of the different strategies that
enhance the development of independent skills. Give copies of titles and definitions to each
group.
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Say

5

“Pair with another participant in your group. Search and match five titles and the definitions/
explanations. Read and discuss the strategies that you have. Share the information with the
group. You will now have created a combined list of all the strategies.
There are a number of different strategies that enhance the development of independence
skills. Resource 5.2 includes the following:
Task Analysis: is the process of breaking a skill down into smaller parts or steps. You may
teach each step individually until they are mastered and come together as a sequence.
You may customize the steps into the smallest action that is needed for each child/adolescent
by taking into consideration the age, skill level, and prior experience of the child/adolescent.
For example, one child/adolescent may be told “wash your hands with soap” and need only
one step, whereas another may need smaller steps: “Pick the soap. Put your hands under the
running water. Rub the soap between your hands. Put the soap back. Rinse your hands with
water”.
Chaining: uses a task analysis to teach a skill in order. Chaining helps set the child/adolescent
up for success by completing the entire task. In chaining you do all the steps with the child
watching except the first step or the last step. Once the first or last step is mastered, move on
to the second step or the second to the last step and continue in the same way until all the
steps are mastered.
Modelling or Video Modeling: is a teaching strategy that involves watching a person or a
video of another child/person correctly performing the chosen task. This strategy works well
for visual learners. It can also be helpful for children/adolescents with hearing and physical
disabilities. The child/adolescent may pause the video after each step to give themselves time
to do the action. They may watch the video several times and the videos could be of a family
member, of the child/adolescent, or an unknown person. If a parent/caregiver is modeling the
steps, they would allow enough time for practice and gradually fade away the demonstrations.
Photographic or Pictorial Schedules: Are visual guides that help children/adolescents with
disabilities remember the steps involved in a task. This technique uses a series of photographs
of the child performing each step, pictures or clip art style images to show each step in the
process.
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Activities

1.

Adolescence: A step towards
independence and autonomy (35 minutes)
Social Stories: are more advanced than the visual guides. Rather than simply listing steps,
parents use pictures and words to describe “expected behavior.” Most social stories are
customized to the individual. We will see an example of a social story in the next activity.
Prompting and Fading: At first, a child/adolescent with disabilities may need help in remembering
and properly completing each step in a task. Prompting may involve physical, hand‐over‐hand
help or may be verbal. Verbal prompting could be used with children/adolescents with visual
disabilities. As children/adolescents show acquisition of the skill, parents start to “fade” the
prompts until no prompts are required.
Positive role models: This technique focuses on allowing children/adolescents with disabilities
to observe and model actions after siblings or other family members that are performing the
tasks.
Practice: Allow for repetition and give enough time for your child/adolescent to practice the
skills. Focus on one or two life skills to teach at a time. Practice skills in different environments
to generalize the skill. For example, money skills should be taught at home, school, and a
variety of stores. It is also helpful when skills are practiced with different people. Ask family
members and friends to help your child/adolescent practice their newly acquired skills.
Adaptive Aids: these are devices and equipment designed to assist a person with daily
activities such as dressing and grooming, bathing, and eating. They can help individuals with
disabilities compensate for challenging functions, increase their independence, and develop
their potential. Examples of adaptive aids include: Devices to assist with eating and drinking
such as non‐tip cups, non‐spill cups, adjustable‐height tables, and easy‐grip cutlery.
Applications: adolescents with disabilities may benefit from mobile apps designed to guide
them through specific activities or experiences. For example, a person with visual impairment
can use tap and say applications that would identify the color and description of the piece of
clothing.
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Do

Give out Handout 5.1 to parents that includes an infographics outlining teaching of activities
of daily living to children with autism that could be applied to other disabilities as well. It
also includes an example of a social story to teach washing hands, a link to a video to teach
brushing teeth and picture strips for using the toilet, washing hands and getting dressed.
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Activities

2.

Adolescence: A step further into
sexuality development (55 minutes)
A. Adolescence, Puberty and Disabilities (25 minutes)

Say

Do

Say
Do
Say
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Introduce Activity 2a.
“We have covered aspects of activities of daily living and life skills that are crucial for the
independence and autonomy of children with disabilities in their transition to adulthood. We
would now be looking again at adolescence and focus on the changes that happen to children
during this period. Now look back when you were between ages of 10 and 18 and brainstorm
what adolescence means. What are the changes that you went through during adolescence?
What did you mostly think about during that time?”
Write their responses on the flipchart. Most of the following points should come out.
Adolescence is:
• The period between childhood and adulthood.
• A period of physical, emotional and social change.
• A period of sexual development.
• A time for finding out who you are and what is important to you.
• A time to think about and plan for your future.
“During adolescence, many changes take place. In this activity, we will look at the changes that
take place during puberty and adolescence.”
Post the pictures from Resource 5.2 that you prepared at the front of the room. Divide
participants into 5 groups.
“Each group will get six pieces of paper that have some changes written on them. In your
groups, discuss and decide if the change is something that happens to only boys, only girls
or both boys and girls. Then decide if the change is physical, social or emotional.” Give them
5 minutes to discuss in their groups. Then call their attention back to the front. Ask the first
group to have one of their members come to the front with one of the changes and tell everyone
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Do

Ask

5

where the group decided it should be posted. Ask if the others agree. If it is correct, have them
post it in the correct place under the correct heading. For physical changes, they would post
them on the body shown in the picture. Move from group to group taking one change from each
group and following the same process until you have gone through all of the changes. Keep the
activity moving at a rapid pace. Ask them if they have any questions about any of the changes.
Then ask the following questions:
What do you notice about the changes that are different for boys and girls?
(Answer: They are all physical.)
Are the changes mostly the same for boys and girls or mostly different?
(Answer: They are mostly the same.)
Would these changes be the same or different for children with disabilities?
(Answer: They are all the same.)

Say

“Changes during adolescence and mainly puberty can be overwhelming for adolescents with
or without disabilities. Physical changes, rapidly changing hormones, new routines for hygiene,
and mood swings place added stress onto adolescents with disabilities. It is important to
start preparing yourself and your child for these changes prior to the onset of puberty. One
of the important aspects is hygiene that was covered in activity 1 of this session. Physical
maturation, body hair, acne, and body odor require a change in long‐established hygiene
routines. Social Stories, modeling, physical and verbal prompts, video modeling, and visual
schedules are strategies parents and caregivers can use to help children transition into more
demanding personal hygiene habits.”
Children with or without disabilities go through physical, emotional and social changes during
adolescence and puberty.
As a group, girls start puberty earlier than boys.
Puberty changes do not start at the same age for everyone.
The social and emotional changes are the same for girls and boys, but some physical changes
are different for boys and girls.
These changes can make adolescents feel confused or worried.
It is important to have open communication with children with disabilities in order to help them
understand what they are going through, and express and manage their feelings.
It is also important to provide adolescents with disabilities with personal space whenever
these changes are taking place.
Adolescence is a critical period during which it is very important to look out for any mental
health issues such as anxiety, depression, eating disorders, aggressive behaviors, oppositional
behaviors and others. Adolescents with disabilities would need help in developing coping
strategies and adaptation skills to deal with the demands and challenges of everyday life.
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Activities

2.

Adolescence: A step further into
sexuality development (55 minutes)
B. Myth versus Fact game (10 minutes)

Do

Point out the signs labelled ‘True’, ‘False’ and ‘Don’t Know/Unsure’ that you have posted in the
room while preparing for the session. Ask the participants to stand up.

True
Say
Do

Ask
Do

False Don’ t know/unsure

“I am going to read a statement. After I finish reading it, you shall move to the sign that shows
how you feel/think about each statement – if you think it is true, you will move to the True sign
and so on.”
Read the first statement below and give participants time to move.
participants to give the rationale to their choices: “Why are you standing under this sign?”
Then give the correct answer and add to the explanations or information given by the
participants as needed. Give the explanations and additional information as you go through
the answers.
1. A person with disability should not have children. False
People with disabilities may experience unique challenges, both in pregnancy and with some
of the tasks involved in raising children, but that does not take away from their fundamental
human right to have and raise children.
2. A person with disabilities experiences natural feelings and emotions, like attraction, desire
and love. True
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3. Children with disabilities experience pubertal changes at least 3 to 4 years later than typically
developing children. False
Overall, children with developmental disabilities are 20 times more likely to experience early
pubertal changes. More than likely, a child with disabilities will go through puberty at the same
time as their peers without a disability.
4. Teenagers with disabilities have the same urges and sexual feelings as other people.
5. When a girl is menstruating, she cannot shower. False
There is no reason for this. In fact a warm bath can help with the cramps.

True

6. When a girl is menstruating, she cannot play sports. False
Mestruation is not sickness. Regular exeercise can help relieve cramps.
7. All teenage girls get a menstrual period every four weeks. False
The average menstrual cycle is 28 days long but can vary from 24 to 38 days.
8. A child with disability cannot learn the facts about sex, pregnancy, birth control, etc. False
A child with a disability might need more time to learn these facts
.
9. A child with a disability will need more practice in making good decisions and communicating
assertively. True
10. It is common for boys with disabilities to have nocturnal emissions (wet dreams) during
puberty, but it is also healthy not to. True

11. The main reason teenagers get acne during puberty is from eating the wrong foods. False
Acne is caused by increased levels of certain hormones that stimulate the fat glands in skin to
step up production of sebum, an oily secretion that lubricates and protects the skin. Sebum,
together with cast‐off skin cells and other debris, blocks skin follicles, which can become
infected or inflamed causing acne.
12. It is necessary for adolescents to wash more often once they begin puberty.

True
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Activities

2.

Adolescence: A step further into
sexuality development (55 minutes)

Talk After completing the game and explaining the facts versus the myths, talk briefly about
about it menstrual heath and hygiene.
It is best that parents/caregivers talk about menstruation before adolescents’ periods start.
It is important for caregivers to clarify to the girls that:
1‐ Periods are a normal process of growing and changing and adolescent girls can continue
with usual activities.
2‐ The blood from period is not shameful. It is a normal process any girl and women goes
through.
3‐ The girl and women can take a shower then they have their periods
4‐ Bleeding will last for a few days and using a calendar or diary to keep track of the cycle is
helpful.
5‐ When a girl first starts menstruation she may have a period and then not have another one
for a few months.
6‐ A regular cycle of around 28 days takes about a year to settle.
7‐ Pads need to be changed regularly (every 4 hours). Menstual hygene is important since
without it it can lead to infections
8‐ It is normal for girls to experience cramping before, during the period that can be quite
uncomfortable. This can be eased by using a hot water bottle or by doing light exercises. If
cramping pain is intense and interferes with regular activities, parents/caregivers should take
their daughter to a doctor to check for possible underlying conditions (e.g. endometriosis).
Parents/caregivers need to have a supply of pads ready to show their girls girls how it can be
used properly. Parents/caregivers may demonstrate on dolls. Older siblings/sisters could also
demonstrate. Keeping a hygiene pack (clean underwear, pads, wipes) in an accessible place
(a designated box or drawer in the bathroom at home, in the school back pack) helps with
unexpected periods. Discussing the importance of hygiene and cleanliness and in particular
changing pads regularly is very crucial. In some cases where sanitary pads are not available
or difficult to obtain, clean cotton cloths could be used. Cotton cloths should also be changed
and washed regularly.
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Give out to the participants Handout 5.2 that could be used with adolescent girls with
disabilities. After participants look at the handout
“Do you have any questions?”
tackle the questions as needed and by referring to the information provided above.
Restate the following:
Providing sexual health education offers information and opportunities that assist in the
development of life skills for all adolescents regardless of their ability. People with disabilities
are sexual and express their sexuality in ways that are as diverse as everyone else. Learning
about sexual health is a necessity, not a bonus. Education and skill practice are key to
promoting healthy and mutually respectful behavior, regardless of the young person’s abilities.

c) Practicing talking to adolescents about puberty (15 min)
Explain Sexual health and development including feelings and behaviors is an important part of being

human and healthy sexuality is an important part of a person’s overall health and wellbeing.
No child should experience their first period or their first wet dream without knowing about it
ahead of time. It could be scary. Parents and caregivers need to start talking with their child
about puberty before it begins, and then continue the discussions all throughout puberty.
Parents can help by providing correct information. Studies show that young people tend to
obtain most of their information (or misinformation) about sexuality from friends. Parents
and caregivers should answer questions honestly by telling their children what they want to
know using words they can understand. When children do not ask questions, it helps when
parents/caregivers start conversations. Finally, parents/caregivers need to share their beliefs,
concerns and values with their children so children know where parents/caregivers stand. This
could also be achieved when parents/caregivers play role models and help their children make
good decisions and stand by their decisions.

Say

“Now that we have had a good consideration about puberty, we will have an opportunity to
practice answering some questions that your adolescents might ask about puberty.”
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Activities

2.

Adolescence: A step further into
sexuality development (55 minutes)

Explain to parents: “It is important to stay calm and listen to your children without interruption when
they ask questions. Finding out what children already know might also help. It is important to
give them factual information while keeping answers brief. While answering questions, parent/
caregivers would get the chance to convey their values and explain them. It is alright to say “I
don’t know” but follow up about the concern/question soon after the talk.”

Do

Say

Do

Say

Pass out Resource 5.3 to parents/caregivers and ask them to sit in their groups.
“in your groups, choose two (or three depending on time) of these questions listed on the
resource handed to you that are most relevant to the group members and their adolescents.
Discuss together what an appropriate answer to each of the questions you have chosen would
sound like.”
allow for few minutes for the groups to choose and discuss answers to questions.
“Take turns to role play these questions and answers in your small groups with one participant
playing the child and another playing the parent.»
Remind them to use the pointers and tips that were just explained. Give parents about 8
minutes to do this task. Reconvene the large group and ask each smaller group to read their
questions out loud and give the answers they prepared in their group. Allow the larger group to
comment or ask questions.
Correct any misinformation when appropriate. After all the smaller groups have participated,
facilitate a large group discussion.

Ask
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How did it feel to answer the questions?
Were the questions easy or difficult to answer? What made a question difficult to answer?
Were the strategies and information you received today helpful in answering any of these
questions?
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Restate the following:
Parents and caregivers play a very important role in supporting, giving
information and explaining to their children about the physical, social and
emotional changes that happen during puberty. Support and understanding
from parents and caregivers during this time is very vital. Parents/caregivers
also play a key role in giving their children factual information on growing
up, sexuality and relationships.
School, handouts, and health care providers can support parents/caregivers in
teaching their children about these sensitive issues as well.
Open communication, listening to your child and supporting them are key in
how you can help them during adolescence.
Remember adolescents with disabilities go through similar changes to any
other adolescent, and they have similar rights. Teaching and supporting them
to be independent is crucial for their development and for them to become active
members in society.
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Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?”
Briefly revisit the key concepts of the importance of promoting independent living skills for
children with disabilities to help them become autonomous. Restate the key ideas covered
in puberty including personal hygiene and menstruation. Finally, summarize the key points of
the discussion about sexual health education.
Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide clarifications where required.
Note: Remember to always praise and thank parents when they ac-

tively participate or complete tasks such as the one in this activity.

Say
Do

Say
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Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“For this week’s home activity, you will select one of the following independent living skills
and design a plan to train your child with disabilities to acquire that skill. Remember to use
the strategies that were introduced in Activity 1.”
Post these skills on the flipchart.
Independent living skills they can choose from are:
• Shaving the beard for boys
• Waxing or shaving for girls
• Running shopping errands
• Planning for leisure/entertainment
• Inviting a friend and planning for two hours of social time with that friend
•Any other skill that the parent/caregiver finds relevant
“in the next few minutes, choose the independent skill you will be enhancing and the strategy
you will be using. Raise your hand to indicate you have made your decision so I record your
choices.” Do: Record their choices to refer to them in module 6.
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Evaluation: (10 minutes)

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)
Say

Do

Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate your
experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will start
with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding the
ball I will start and when I finish,
I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate. I liked best about the session that....”
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs
as participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was
this session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities? Repeat the same procedure of
receiving responses by passing the ball among participants. Take note of their responses for
you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.

Links:
A series of videos related to activities of daily living could also be accessed through the Penquis Autism
Community Services YouTube channel.
My Period: All about Menstruation is a lesson about menstruation for differing abilities.
The following link is a guide to creating a puberty kit.
Refer to this page for background information about parenting during adolescence.
This is an Arabic video about menstrual cycle.
The following video outlines UNICEF project on how pads are made in a refugee camp to help young girls
with menstrual hygiene.
This is a demonstration video about the UNICEF OKY application for tracking periods.
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Resources 5.3

Write or print the following in large letters on pieces of paper; cut the paper so that each paper has
only one statement. When you have finished, mix them up so that they are not in order.

1. Temporary breast growth that usually
goes away

17. Oilier skin, acne

2. Breasts develop

18. Sudden moods changes

3. Perspiration, sweat

19. Trying to know & understanding oneself

4. Growth of facial hair

20. Start feeling sexual attraction

5. Genitals get bigger

21. Concerned about fitting in

6. Sperm production begins

22. Start having romantic relationships

7. First ovulation & menstruation

23. Become part of peer groups

8. Darker, thicker hair on arms and legs

24. Want to look & behave like peer group
or media influence

9. Wet dreams

25. Want more independence

10. Hips broaden

26. Feel closer to friends

11. Become taller & gain weight

27. Underarm hair

12. Gain in muscular strength

28. Looking for new experiences

13. Fat tissue increases

29. Developing a sense of what is right and
what is wrong (values and morality)

14. Deepening of voice

30. Hair in genitals

15. Shoulders broaden & chest
gets wider

31. Increased attention to physical
appearance and curiosity about the body

16. Hips, thighs & bottom widen
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Print these out enlarged on A3 paper or draw them on flipchart papers.
Social Physical Emotional
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Social Physical Emotional

Social Physical Emotional
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Questions About Puberty

1. Mom, my friend said she is
bleeding and she is feeling pain in
her tummy. She said all girls bleed
and feel pain for one week. Is it true?
(12-year-old girl)

2. Dad, what is a period? Do boys
have periods too?
(11-year-old boy)

3. Mom, is there something wrong

4. Dad, why do some people say

with me because I’ve been wetting

that if you masturbate you will

my underpants at night?

become blind?

(13-year-old boy)

(13-year-old boy)

5. Dad, how does a girl get pregnant?

6. Mom, where did I come from?

(12-year-old boy)

(11-year-old girl)

7. Mom, how come I feel really happy

8. Dad, why do I have all these

one minute and really sad the next?

spots on my face now?

(13-year-old girl)

(12-year-old boy)

9. Dad, how will I know when I can

10. Mom, when can I have a baby?

marry and have babies?

(15-year-old girl)

(15-year-old boy)
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This infographics (https://online.regiscollege.edu/blog/-11tips-for-teaching-activities-ofdaily-living/) about Tips for Teaching Activities of Daily Living will be helpful.
A social story (https://www.unicef.org/serbia/sites/unicef.org.serbia/files/04-2020/flu_
teaching_story.pdf) to teach about hygiene and how to handle flu.
How to brush your teeth, with verbal instructions. Penquis Autism Community Services
Video (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RTm6hs8JDZw) Modeling Tools for ADL
Development.
Images for teaching using the toilet:
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Washing hands

Brushing teeth

Wearing clothes
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Icons:
The followings icons will be used
throughout the curriculum/guide for
easy reference:
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• identify types of violence for Children with Disabilities (physical, emotional,
sexual)
• tackle additional violence usually girls with disability are subjected to (GBV)
• detect signs of violence in case it occurs to their Child with Disabilities
• explore ways to prevent and respond when Children with Disabilities are
subjected to violence and abuse
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Protecting Your Child

Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Pin the Violence, Spot the red flags

50 min

Activity 2: Dealing with Violence, Circle of trust, Safety Plan

35 min

Wrap‐up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, and the resources.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies of
Resource 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 to be given to the parents/caregivers during the session. Make
2 copies of Resource 6.1 and cut out the strips on the dotted lines. Make copies of Resource
6.2 and 6.4 according to the expected number of participants. Make 4 or 5 copies of Resource
6.3 so you would give one copy per each group.

Resources and Materials needed:
Resources 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4

Pins
A4 papers and coloring pencils (blue, green, yellow, orange, red)
Soft ball
Flipchart or A3 papers Permanent Markers Scissors (5 or 6) Writing pads and pens per
each participant Cardboard for posters (5)
5 Glue sticks
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Introduction

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Welcome each participant warmly and enthusiastically as they enter the room. If
there are any new comers to the group, introduce yourself as the facilitator and
welcome them to the training. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and remind
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. Reiterate the procedures that
would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of each session.
Note: When new parents/caregivers join the group, ask them to intro-

duce themselves by stating their name, number of children they care
for, and perhaps talk a little more about the child with disabilities.

Say

Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our
previous session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 5.
• Adolescence
• Independent living skills and autonomy
• Personal Hygiene
• Puberty and disabilities
• Menstrual health in girls
Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)

Say
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“For the home activity, you were asked to select and independent living skill and
design a plan to train your child with disabilities to acquire that skill.” They were
encouraged to use strategies such as Task Analysis, Chaining, Video Modeling,
Photographic or Pictorial Schedules, Social Stories, Prompting and Fading, Positive
role models, and Practice.
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Ask

“Who can tell me how this experience was? Did anyone find it challenging to teach a
specific skill? What were some of the activities you did or ideas you had to promote
independent living skills?” (Responses would vary).
Note: Acknowledge parents’/caregivers’ efforts and provide them with
encouraging remarks such as “I can see that you have tried to apply

the strategies we practiced during the session with your child at home
and together you have achieved a positive outcome. Well done!”

Ask
Do

Say

“How did your children respond to these strategies? Did they acquire the newly
introduced skill? What strategies worked best and what were the challenges you
faced?”
Allow for as many participants as are willing to share their experiences and reflections.
Thank them for applying the strategies and sharing their experiences with the group.
Also thank the other participants for listening attentively and for respecting the
confidentiality of the information shared during the sessions.
“In today’s session the focus will be on how parents/caregivers could detect abuse
and violence towards children with disabilities and the signs they need to look for.
During the session we will also be discussing prevention strategies and actions to
take in case of occurrence of abuse/violence.”
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Activities

1.

Identifying and detecting violence against
children with disabilities
A. Pin the Violence (30 minutes)

Say
Do

Say

Do
Say

Say
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“We will now be brainstorming ideas for a few minutes. What is violence? While you think about
violence, think how it relates to power.”
Take input from participants willing to share responses and record them on the flipchart.
“Violence is any act that causes harm by using force that is real or implied. It is stated in Article
19 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child that: Violence against children
encompasses all forms of physical or mental violence, injury and abuse, neglect or negligent
treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse. Moreover, studies indicate
that children with disabilities are more vulnerable and experience higher rates of violence than
children without disabilities. (UN, CRC Committee (2007), General Comment No. 9 (2006), para.
42.). Certain factors increase the risk of violence one of which is the perpetrators perception of
children with disabilities as easy targets. As a result, perpetrators feel superior and dominant,
and this unequal division of power can be an important factor triggering violence against
children with disabilities.”
Post the enlarged pictures of a baby, child, boy, girl, and person on a wheelchair on the wall in
front of the participants. Give one strip of cut out papers from Resource 6.1 to each participant.
“Read the example of violence written on the paper you have silently and think about it. I will
now ask each one of you to read it out loud to the group, explain it in your own words and then
pin it on either of the silhouettes posted: the infant (0‐5), the child (6‐12), the adolescent boy,
the adolescent girl.” After all participants pin the type of violence mentioned on the slip of
paper they have,
“Experiencing violence and abuse in childhood impacts lifelong health and well‐being just as
the pins have created holes in these images. Now notice how certain examples of violence
are related to different ages. For example, maltreatment, neglect of bonding, care, nutritional
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and health needs are more impactful in early childhood whereas bullying, physical and sexual
assaults are more prevalent during middle childhood and adolescence. ”
Note: According to UNICEF 2013 report on Children with disabilities,

they are: 3.7 times more likely to experience any sort of violence; 3.6

times more likely to be victims of physical violence; and 2.9 times more
likely to be victims of sexual violence. Children with intellectual or

psychosocial disabilities appear to be among the most vulnerable, fac-

ing a risk of sexual violence that is 4.6 times higher than that faced by
their peers without disabilities.

Ask
Do

“From the examples we have heard, what are different types of violence against children with
disabilities?
Probe to reach the below information with the participants.

Explain The different types of violence against children with disabilities could be categorized as

1. Physical: happens when a child has been hurt physically. It does not always leave a physical
sign. Examples are: hitting, choking, kicking, shaking.
2. Sexual: happens when an adult, teenager or child uses their power or authority to involve
another child in sexual activity. Examples are: rape, sexual harassment, touching of sexual
organs.
3. Psychological or emotional: happens when a child is treated in a way that negatively
impacts their social, emotional or intellectual development. Examples are: name‐calling,
yelling, criticizing, isolation, locking up a child in a room for long hours.
4. Financial/economic: is denying someone resources and opportunities such as not allowing
someone to go to school or work, denying inheritance, controlling money in the household.
5. Neglect: happens when a child’s basic needs are not met, affecting their health and
development. Basic needs include: food, healthcare, adequate clothing, hygiene.
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Activities

1.

Identifying and detecting violence against
children with disabilities
Say

Do

Say

Do

“Now let us look at these examples and try to match them with the categories.”
Distribute the second copy of the Resource 6.1, cardboards, glue stick and scissors to the
groups. put out on the flipchart the 5 categories.
“In your groups cut out the pieces of paper indicating examples of violence. Cut out the types of
violence too. Prepare a poster on the cardboards with the types of violence and the examples
that go under them. You may divide your cardboard into columns, draw circles for each type or
divide it into pieces.”
When groups finish encourage them to hang their posters in the room.

Explain to the participants that having a disability may put a child at risk of violence. Due to their
dependence on adult caregivers, very young children are by nature particularly vulnerable
to violence and maltreatment. Children with disabilities may need to rely on others for the
necessities of life, including intimate personal care. When abuse happens, children with
disabilities may not be believed, may not know what their rights are, younger children may
be unable to communicate their difficulties clearly, and children may be afraid to complain.
Although all children with disabilities are at risk for violence and abuse, many girls and young
women with disabilities face gender and disability‐based discrimination and exclusion. These
factors combined could result in increased vulnerability for violence and abuse. Boys and girls
are at equal risk of physical and emotional abuse and neglect, and girls are at greater risk of
sexual abuse.

Say
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“I need two volunteers to circle with a red marker on the posters the examples of violence
that little girls with disabilities have increased risk of exposure to and with green marker the
type of violence young women with disabilities have increased risk of exposure to.” Examples
would be neglect, keeping children at home, depriving them of their needs and favoring the
boy in the family for younger girls and sexual assaults, forced sexual contact, discrimination in
employment for young women/older girls.
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Note: You will find suggestions for different ways of dividing partici-

pants into groups in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s Guide.

b) Spot the Red Flags (20 min)

Do

Divide participants into groups of 4 or 5.

Explain to them that the reactions of children who experience abuse vary according to age,

developmental stage, frequency and nature of the violence, and other variables and most
important according to who the perpetrator is. Children brought up in a violent home lack
the benefits of a nurturing childhood. Children with disabilities whose abusers are family
members might be more afraid to express about the abuse. Some children with disabilities and
younger children may have limited vocabulary or communication skills that can pose barriers
to disclosing the abuse.
Children with and without disabilities share similar indicators of abuse. Indicators could be
physical, emotional, and behavioral signs, as well as a report from the child that abuse has
occurred. Children with disabilities face greater risk of abuse going unnoticed
if their behavior change can be attributed to their disability instead of the abuse.
Younger children with disability also face a great risk of abuse going unnoticed as some of
the behavior changes are age relevant (e.g. bedwetting due to stress from violence at the age
of 4 years might not be alarming). Also, children with intellectual disabilities may be viewed
as easily suggestible or untrustworthy, especially when the report involves abuse that seems
improbable. Any time abuse is suspected, it is the adult’s responsibility to carefully monitor the
child’s behavior, ask the child about his or her
safety and follow through by reporting any suspected abuse.
Children with disabilities who are abused or who witness violence may experience emotional,
developmental and/or physical consequences. Over time, if support is not received, these
children may demonstrate a general lack of trust, a decrease in self‐ confidence, and problems
with substance abuse, eating disorders, depression and/or mental illness.
Indicators of physical abuse: fear of the perpetrator, unexplained injuries, over‐ sedation from
misuse of medication, unusual patterns of bruises.
Indicators of emotional abuse: low self‐esteem, appearing nervous around the perpetrator,
confusion, suicidal, avoidance of eye contact with perpetrator, and in younger children fear of
abandonment, lethargic/withdrawn.
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Activities

1.

Identifying and detecting violence against
children with disabilities
Indicators of sexual abuse: fear of perpetrator, stained, torn or bloody clothes, pain and
bruising, change in sexual behavior, pregnancy, sexually transmitted diseases, difficulties with
eating, sleeping and concentrating, nightmares, anger, fear, shame.
Indicators of neglect: soiled underpants kept for a long time, strained vocal cords because
of too much crying (in younger children), malnourishment (in older and younger children),
wandering without supervision, messy appearance, missing glasses or hearing aids, skin
conditions or pressure sores, untreated medical problems.
A child with or without disabilities who is being abused may feel guilty, ashamed or confused.
He or she may be afraid to tell anyone about the abuse, especially if the abuser is a parent,
other relative or family friend. The most common perpetrators of physical and emotional
violence for both boys and girls across a range of ages are household members. That is why it
is crucial to watch for red flags.
Note: Distribute information on available GBV/CP case management

services in the area. Coordinate with the organization you are working
with to get the latest referral pathway sheet for GBV/CP.

Say
Say
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In this activity, parents/caregivers will be spotting the red flags or abuse in scenarios/situations
that will be presented to them. Do: Give out Resource 6.3 to participants and
“We will be doing cooperative group work. Read the handout individually and try to spot the
signs and indicators of abuse in each of the examples. Next, try to identify the type of abuse
each scenario indicates.” Allow for 5 minutes and after they complete the activity individually,
“Now discuss your responses within your groups. You will have about ten minutes.” When
groups finish their discussion, swap members in groups. Two participants from each group
move to the group next to them in clockwise direction. The result would be that all groups have
two new members.
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Say
Do

“Compare your notes about the flags and the types of abuse in the new groups.”
Ask questions to participants about one or more of the scenarios randomly to check for
comprehension and proper application of the skill of detecting signs of abuse.
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Activities

2.

Dealing with Violence
A. Circle of Trust (20 minutes)

Say

Do
Say
Do

Say

“It is crucial we provide our children with the needed skills and information so they would
detect violence and act when or after it happens. It is also important for parents/caregivers to
respond to violence when it happens by primarily supporting our children if they are subjected
to it. We can educate children with disabilities early about boundaries regarding friendships,
words, and touch. We can also explain to them that if they are subjected to violence, it is not
their fault and assure them that they can come to us as we can deal with what happened
together.”
Give out to each participant a blank piece of paper and coloring pencils. Participants can
continue working in the groups to share coloring pencils if needed.
“Draw 5 circles on the sheet of paper and write ME in the center circle. Color the circles around
the center circle that has ME in the following order: green, yellow, orange and red. You may also
number the circles 1‐4.”
Use the copies of Resource 6.3 as an example and share one copy with each group.
“Write down the name of your child with disabilities in the center.”
“Let’s talk about the circles of trust. We will start with the circle in the middle that has the name
of your child in it. That is the most important circle. The circles around your child are for other
people in your child’s life. You will now think about who is part of each circle and then teach
your child at home the kind of feelings that goes with each relationship and the kind of touch
that goes with each relationship.”
1. The first circle which is green is for family and close friends. The feelings we have towards
these people are feelings of love, trust, enjoying each other’s company, loyalty, depending on
each other. The kind of touch we use are: handshaking, hugging, kissing (on the cheek), holding
hands, hand on the shoulder. Only when both people say yes to it. Now think who would your
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child choose to be in the first circle and write their names in the green circle. Remember that
for each family the people presented in each level of the circle of trust might be different. For
example, one family might have an aunt too close and in the first circle whereas in another one
she lives far and the relationship would not be close.
2. The second circle is for casual friends, acquaintances, and groups such as classmates we
are part of. The feelings we have towards these people are feelings of like, trust, enjoying each
other’s company, and feelings of fun. We do not share personal information with people in this
circle. We use the following touches: handshake, high five, and fist bumps. Now think who
would your child choose to be in the second circle and write their names in the yellow circle.
3. The third circle is for helping professionals such as teachers, doctors, therapists, social
workers. The feelings we have towards these people are friendliness and appreciation. We can
use handshakes and waving. Now think who would your child choose to be in the third circle
and write the names in the orange circle.
4. The fourth circle is for strangers that we might meet on the street, in a store, on the bus.
Some are nice and some are not nice. We just don’t know. Usually there is no touching. When
you are introduced to a stranger by someone you know and trust, then you can shake the
stranger’s hand (but only if you want to).

Say

After participants each think and fill their circles,
“The circles of trust activity is a strategy that you can use to teach your child with disabilities
about boundaries, regarding relationships, words and touch in a similar manner that you were
asked to do the activity. Children have the right to refuse touch at any time, no matter who the
person is and what their positions in a child’s circles are, and even if in the past the child has
allowed touch.
The emphasis is on supporting the child in establishing their own boundaries about touch,
and for caregivers/parents supporting those; and supporting children to recognize their own
feelings and instincts about unsafe people and touch; and encouraging children to tell trusted
adults if someone touches them in a way that makes them feel uncomfortable. You can
adapt the activity according to your child’s developmental needs by using pictures instead
of writing names from memory. Coloring in the circles will also be providing with visual cues
to the differences between the circles. Finally, the color red for strangers is the same as the
traffic light indicating STOP. This activity will need to be repeated many times, especially in the
beginning and any time after you notice your child forgetting to apply what you have taught.”
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Activities

2.

Dealing with Violence
B. Safety Plan (15 minutes)

Say

“Now that we have practiced one way to educate our children with disabilities about violence
by teaching them about privacy, boundaries and safe touch, let us explore other solutions as
well.”
“It is important to give children with disabilities sufficient vocabulary to report abuse if it
happens. For those with significant communication needs, this may be through utilizing
augmentative and alternative modes of communication such as picture cards or signs. Another
way is to develop a safety plan with them. A safety plan is a plan that can be put by parents/
caregivers and their children after thinking about ways/ strategies they can act and things
that they can do to try to lower the risk or protect themselves when they are at risk in settings/
places where violence might occur.”
“In this next activity, we will look at a sample of a safety plan that could be developed with a
child with disabilities. You will then come up with a safety plan that is individualized for your
child with disabilities according to his/her needs. You may use words, draw pictures, use cards
or signs. Think of whatever is easiest for your child.”

Do

Post the following Safety Plan on the flipchart:
When someone tries to hurt me, I will ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ (scream, run, get help).
When I am not safe, I will ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐e.g. not stop the fighting/person.
I will go to ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐my room or to my neighbor’s home....
I will call ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐my mom, dad, brother....
I will tell them “My name is ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐. I need help. ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ is hurting me.
A code word for “help” or “I’m scared” is ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐. I can also put my ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ toy
on the ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ (e.g. sofa, floor). (code object)
I will practice this with my ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐(mom, dad, sister) every night.
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“You will now devise a safety plan for your child based on the example that is posted and
based on your child’s needs. You will have 5 minutes then you will share your plan within your
groups. It is alright if your plan is still a draft, you will take it with you and develop it further at
home. Think of the places your child goes to and the people she/he encounters. What are ways
to can mitigate the risk of violence in those setting and with the people she/he encounters?
You can make a list of trusted adults and services the child can contact in event of violence,
e.g. at school, with family, friends ‐ having multiple trusted adults from different contexts is
helpful in the event of violence coming from one context in particular.”
Allow for 5 minutes for sharing within groups
“The best way is to discuss with your child the possible risks and the safety plan is put with the
child so that she/he understands what they can do to protect themselves. ”
Apply numbered heads together for sharing of the participants’ safety plans. Assign numbers
1 to 4 or 5 (based on the number of participants in each group) to participants in each group.
Ask them to memorize their numbers.
“All participants with number 1 move to table 1 to share and discuss your safety plans. All
participants with number 2 move to table 2 to share and discuss your safety plans.”
Continue until all numbers are grouped together. Allow 10 minutes for sharing within the newly
formed groups.
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Wrap up: (5 min)
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?” Briefly
revisit the key concepts of the importance of identifying types of abuse and detecting
signs if children with disabilities are abused or have been exposed to violence. Restate
the importance of preventing abuse by defining boundaries, talking about touches and by
empowering children with disabilities to report it if and when it happens.
Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide clarifications where required.

Home Activity: (5 min)
“For this week’s home activity, you will apply the circle of trust activity with your children at
home. Try to include the siblings in the activity as it would help in involving them and showing
them the importance of zero violence at home for everyone. You will come back and share
your experiences at the beginning of Module 7.”

Evaluation:

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 min)

Say

Do

Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate
your experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will
start with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding
the ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate.
I liked best about the session that....
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs as
participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was this
session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities?
Repeat the same procedure of receiving responses by passing the ball among participants.
Take note of their responses for you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.
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Caring for Caregivers

Links:
Listing of national organizations concerned with child abuse and maltreatment.
You can access the UNICEF Lebanon page on ending violence against children here.
The following is a film prepared by UNICEF Lebanon team to end violence towards children.
You can find an activity about comfortable and uncomfortable touch for young adolescents in the IRC
Girl Shine Life Skills Curriculum section on trust.
You can also find activities about safety planning for adolescent girls in the IRC My Safety, My Wellbeing.
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Pin the Violence
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Resource 6.1

MODULE

6

Resource 6.1

Isolating

Causing injury

Forced sexual
acts

Depriving the child
of healthcare

Humiliating

Unwanted
touching, kissing
or fondling

Locking child in
room not allowing
him/her out

Depriving the child
of education

Criticizing and
Ridicule

Rejection

Neglecting the
child’s hygiene
needs

Pushing, hitting,
kicking, pinching

Yelling at

Discrimination

Threats and
intimidation of
hurting the child
or of destroying
something they
like

Threatening to
send the child to
an institution

Restricting a
Online sexual
child’s movements exploitation

Acts of a sexual
nature not
involving contact

Forced sexual
intercourse

Over or undermedicating

Physical, sexual
and emotional
violence by a
partner or expartner

Gang violence

Physical assault
with or without
weapons

Handling the child
roughly, slapping
the child

Cyber-bullying
(repeated online
psychological
or social harm,
threats of physical
harm)

Fierce
punishment

Repeated physical,
psychological
or social harm
(bullying)

Neglect

Withholding care
or companionship

Withholding help

Removing glasses
or hearing aids

Denying access to
employment

Withholding
money for basic
necessities

Taking the
money provided
to the child with
disabilities to use
it for personal
reasons

Withholding
money for food
and clothing
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PHYSICAL ABUSE
EMOTIONAL ABUSE
SEXUAL ABUSE
NEGLECT
ECONOMIC/FINANCIAL
ABUSE
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Isolating

Causing injury

Forced sexual
acts

Depriving the child
of healthcare

Humiliating

Unwanted
touching, kissing
or fondling

Locking child in
room not allowing
him/her out

Depriving the child
of education

Criticizing and
Ridicule

Rejection

Neglecting the
child’s hygiene
needs

Pushing, hitting,
kicking, pinching

Yelling at

Discrimination

Threats and
intimidation of
hurting the child
or of destroying
something they
like

Threatening to
send the child to
an institution

Restricting a
Online sexual
child’s movements exploitation

Acts of a sexual
nature not
involving contact

Forced sexual
intercourse

Over or undermedicating

Physical, sexual
and emotional
violence by a
partner or expartner

Gang violence

Physical assault
with or without
weapons

Handling the child
roughly, slapping
the child

Cyber-bullying
(repeated online
psychological
or social harm,
threats of physical
harm)

Fierce
punishment

Repeated physical,
psychological
or social harm
(bullying)

Neglect

Withholding care
or companionship

Withholding help

Removing glasses
or hearing aids

Denying access to
employment

Withholding
money for basic
necessities

Taking the
money provided
to the child with
disabilities to use
it for personal
reasons

Withholding
money for food
and clothing
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Spot the Red Flags
Amir who is 7 years old has autism and mild intellectual disability. He is extremely sensitive
to touch, and he occasionally scratches and hits himself when he gets frustrated with
certain clothes touch on his skin or when there are loud noises. In the afternoon, he goes
out and plays with children from the neighborhood next to where he lives. At night, his
father noticed bruises on both of his upper arms. He asked Amir about them and he said it
was a secret.
Red Flags:
Type of Suspected Abuse:

Yasmine is an engaging teenager who is always smiling and enjoys social interaction with
family members and friends. Yasmine is non-verbal and will often indicate her needs and
choices by pointing or shaking her head (in response to simple yes/no questions). Recently
parents have been noticing a sudden change in her behavior especially when they try
to help her with her shower. She appears terrified to go into the bathroom and cries and
shakes her head whenever it is time for showering. Her mother also notices that she has
been coming home from school with wet clothes in her backpack (when she previously had
no problems using the bathroom).
Red Flags:
Type of Suspected Abuse:
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You walk your child to school and notice that his friend, Yusuf, a -10year-old boy who
uses a wheelchair, usually arrives in dirty clothes and is wearing a diaper that looks like it
hasn›t been changed since the night before. Over the past several weeks, it looks like Yusuf
appears to be losing weight. You also notice a large size pressure sore on the back of his
arms where they rest on the wheelchair.
Red Flags:
Type of Suspected Abuse:

Lana, a 9 year old with visual impairment, refuses to go to her grandparents’ house. Her
grandparents live across the street in the same building as her uncles and their families.
Quite often, her uncles would be visintg the grandparents when Lana would be there. Lana
has recently been withdrawn, spending most of her time sitting alone in her room. She has
been showing less interest and enthusiam towards school and her friends there. Her school
performance has also regressed.
Red Flags:
Type of Suspected Abuse:
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Circles of Trust
Friends
Therapists
Uncle
Cousin
Doctors
Teachers
Strangers

Grandma

Dad

Brother

Me

Sister

Mom
Grandpa
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Icons:
The followings icons will be used
throughout the curriculum/guide for
easy reference:
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Objectives

Indication
of time

Preparation work
for the trainer

Resources and
Handouts for the
session

Activity

Paired work

Group activity/
discussion

Facilitation script

Background
information

Key messages

Talk about it

Wrap up
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Session Overview
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Activities
Wrap up
Home Activity
Evaluation
Links
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• discuss functions and purpose of behaviors and plan for

prevention strategies
• explore systematic strategies of analyzing antecedents and
consequences of behaviors to reduce challenging behaviors
• design a plan to teach alternative positive behaviors through
encouragement and positive reinforcement
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1: Function, Antecedents and Consequences of Challenging
Behaviors: Understanding the purpose of challenging behaviors,
Identifying antecedents and consequences of challenging behaviors

50 min

Activity 2: Managing Challenging Behaviors: Developing a plan, Encouraging
positive behaviors: setting expectations clearly and giving positive

35 min

feedback
Wrap-up

5 min

Home Activity

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the resources, and the handout.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies
of Resources 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3 to be used during the activities and Handout 7.1 to be given to
the parents/caregivers at the end of the session.

Resources and Materials needed:
Resources 7.1, 7.2, 7.3
Handout 7.1

Soft ball
Flipchart or A3 papers Permanent Markers Scissors
Writing pads and pens per each participant
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Introduction

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room so that all the participants can see each other and feel comfortable.
Welcome each participant warmly and enthusiastically as they enter the room. If
there are any new comers to the group, introduce yourself as the facilitator and
welcome them to the training. Make sure that everyone is comfortable and remind
all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode. Reiterate the procedures that
would be followed to take attendance at the beginning of each session.
Note: When new parents/caregivers join the group, ask them to intro-

duce themselves by stating their name, number of children they care
for, and perhaps talk a little more about the child with disabilities.

Say

Say
Ask
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Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our
previous session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 6.
• Identifying types of violence and abuse (physical, emotional, sexual)
• Gender based violence especially towards girls with disabilities
• Detection of violence and abuse when it happens to children with disabilities
• Prevention and response to abuse
Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were asked to apply the circle of trust activity with your
children at home. You were encouraged to include the siblings in the activity as it
would help in involving them and showing them the importance of zero violence at
home for everyone.”
“Who can tell me how this experience was? Did anyone find it challenging to apply it?
What were some of the positive outcomes?” (Responses would vary).

MODULE
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Allow for as many participants as are willing to share their reflections. Thank them
for sharing their experiences openly. Also thank the other participants for listening
attentively.
Explain to the participants that in this session the focus will be on understanding why
children engage in challenging behaviors and what triggers the behaviors. Moreover,
behaviors will be analyzed by looking at the antecedents and consequences. Finally,
ways to minimize challenging behaviors will be discussed.
Note: Acknowledge parents’/caregivers’ efforts and provide them with
encouraging remarks such as “I can see that you have been engaged
with your child and together you have achieved a positive outcome.
Well done!
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Activities

1.

Challenging Behaviors: Functions, Antecedents
and Consequences (50 minutes)
A. Understanding the purpose of challenging behaviors (30 minutes)

Say

“In this activity we will be looking at challenging behaviors that your children might engage in
and try to understand the purpose of these behaviors.” Brainstorming: “I would like to hear from
you about challenging behaviors first. Share/describe/mention all the challenging behaviors
that your children engage in that you find challenging to manage or modify.” Do: Divide your
flipchart to two columns and write the title “challenging behaviors” for the first column. Record
each of the challenging behaviors listed by the participants in the first column on the flipchart.
Encourage parents/caregivers to be specific when giving examples.

Explain to them that for example “aggressive behavior” is too general; we could instead describe it
more specifically by saying “bites his sister”, “hits his brother”, “kicks the table” etc. Once all
participants have given their input and behaviors are clearly stated,
“Could you please record the challenging behavior(s) that you shared and the relevant details
in the Table 1 on Resource 7.1?” After the participants fill the table,

Say
Do
Say
Say
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“It is very important to describe behaviors specifically with their frequency, the context (setting,
situation) within which they occur as well as the people involved when the behavior happens.”
Ask for volunteers to share their recordings. By pointing out the different behaviors on the
flipchart and shared again by the participants, indicate how different people might have
different views about what is considered to be challenging behaviors.
“Something that disturbs or angers you may not even bother the person next to you! Our
personal experiences as well as the families/cultures in which we were raised affect our beliefs
and emotions about many things—including our children’s behaviors.”
“Can you think of possible reasons that cause these challenging behaviors? What are they?
You may want to look at the table that you filled in Resource 7.1 to look for clues.” Examples
of responses would be: for attention, for getting what they want, to avoid studying/showering,
because of underlying emotions, etc.
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Record these answers on the second column on the flipchart after you write the heading
“Possible Reasons” and keep them till after you complete the explanation below.

Explain that all behavior is meaningful and communicates a message. Sometimes children engage

in challenging behavior (e.g., hitting, screaming, spitting) as a way to communicate to people
around them what they want and need. This may happen when children do not have an
appropriate way to communicate a message (e.g., talking, signing, using picture symbols), or
when they have learned over time that engaging in challenging behavior will meet their needs
effectively even if they are verbal or have a means for communication (e.g. picture exchange,
sign language). Children mostly engage in challenging behavior because it works for them!
Through their behavior they send a powerful message and as a result of their behavior they
may obtain something (e.g., attention, toy, food) or avoid/escape something or someone (e.g.,
a demand, attention, stimulation). Finding out the function of the behavior is key in deciding
how the environment might be changed so the behavior is less likely to happen.
The function, reason or purpose of the challenging behaviors could be:
• To obtain (request):
o they act up wanting a preferred object, tangibles, or an activity
o the behavior flares up in attempt to get full attention from a person
(parent, teacher, sibling, friend)
o to request help, social interaction, information
o the behavior provides them sensory stimulation and hence makes
them feel good
o some children feel particularly powerless and a challenging behavior
may give them a sense of power or control.
• To escape (avoidance): they act out to avoid a demand, an activity, a person, or sensory
stimulation.
• To communicate: to express their emotions, perceptions or sensations to others. Sometimes
these behaviors could be uncontrollable e.g. anxiety attacks.

Say

Say

“Look again at the list of possible reasons for challenging behaviors that you had brainstormed
and you had recorded in the second column on the flipchart. For each of the reasons you
have recorded, decide whether it is for avoidance/escape or for obtaining/requesting what
they want. For example, if the reason is “does not want to brush teeth” the reason could
be “avoiding” (possibly avoiding sensory stimulation from toothbrush). Continue for all the
reasons listed. If any of the reasons mentioned does not match escape or obtaining, just mark
them with a star or a dot of different color.” Note: You will come back to them after you provide
the participants with the next explanation.
“Sometimes the child’s developmental stage, gender roles, type of disability, temperament, and
if they have any physical pain are internal factors that might affect the behaviors.”
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Activities

1.

Challenging Behaviors: Functions, Antecedents
and Consequences (50 minutes)
When we think about the function of challenging behaviors, they are usually related to external
factors that are in the environment that may affect the level of the behaviors. However, behavior
could also be affected by internal factors such as:
1. Developmental stages: Children’s development stages suggest guidelines to the ages at
which children typically develop various physical, reasoning, social, and emotional skills.
2. Temperament: Temperament describes the way a child tends to react to people, places,
and experiences. Children who are easy or even‐tempered usually are quick to adapt to new
situations and are comfortable with new experiences. Children who are slow‐to‐warm‐up or
difficult in their temperament tend to take longer to adapt, could be easily frustrated and
hence act dramatically. Children who are anxious are cautious, slower to adapt, and to feel
comfortable with new experiences. For example, if your child is cautious, moving immediately
from one activity to another might trigger a burst of challenging behavior.
3. Disability: Children’s disability also may affect their behavior. A child with sensory processing
disorders, for example, may not be able to tolerate noisy and crowded places. A child with
autism might find an indoor space with sensory overload of colors, smells and being around
other children stressful. As a result, such children may become overwhelmed and have a
meltdown, which may involve crying, screaming, kicking etc. A child’s disability may also affect
how they communicate or are understood, and they may become frustrated and act out when
the people around them do not understand what they are trying to communicate.
4. Pain and discomfort: Some painful medical conditions might cause discomfort and hence
the child would engage in self‐injurious or avoidant behaviors as a reaction to the pain or an
attempt to ease the pain. Examples of such conditions include skin infections and irritations,
gastrointestinal reflux, otitis media (middle ear infections). A child may do things such as rub
or scratch at the affected area.
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Adaptation: If showing a video is not possible, you may ask two vol-

unteers to role play a situation where one pretends to be a child and

the other the parent/caregiver. The child cries and keeps trying to reach
the caregiver’s phone. The caregiver says “no” and puts the phone away.
Child continues crying.

Say

Do

Ask
Ask

“Now look back at the reasons that were not external and you had put a mark next to them and
match them to either of the four points above. It would be good to record these examples on
Table 2 of Resource 7.1 so you refer to it in the future.”
Putting it together
Show the parents/caregivers the video and
“What is the child is trying to communicate? What is he doing? And what is the purpose of
his behavior?” Provide guidance by asking participants to 1) describe what they see the child
doing and 2) determine the function/meaning of the behavior.
What behavior got your attention? What do you think the child is trying to communicate? (The
answers: 1)the child throws himself on the floor and cries. Then he stops, gets up and walks
until he sees the adult then he throws himself again on the floor and cries. 2) The child is
seeking attention of the adult in the room, possibly the parent/caregiver).

B. Identifying antecedents and consequences of challenging behaviors
(20 minutes)
Explain A common strategy used to determine the function of a behavior is through ABC (Antecedent‐

Behavior‐Consequence) data. To understand the ABCs it is important to look at what the terms
mean and why are they important. The definitions are as follows:
• Antecedent: the antecedent refers to the triggers such as actions, events, or circumstances
that led up to the behavior and includes anything that might contribute to the behavior.
• Behavior: the behavior, what the child actually does, that needs to be defined.
• Consequence:Everything that happens after the behavior, including how people respond to
the behavior.
While gathering ABC data, the following questions are needed:
o What happens before the behavior (the antecedent)?
o What is the behavior?
o What happens after the behavior (the consequence)?

Say

“Now let us look at the following example in order to understand the concept better. Deena and
her mother are at the grocery store. Deena asks for chocolate and her mother says no. Deena
starts screaming. Her mother asks her to be quiet. Deena starts hitting her mother. Her mother
picks the chocolate and gives it to her. Deena stops crying.”
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Activities

1.

Challenging Behaviors: Functions, Antecedents
and Consequences (50 minutes)
Ask
Ask
Ask

“What is the behavior in this situation?” and wait for participants’ responses.
Answer: Deena screams and hits.
“What happens before the behavior?”
Answer: Parent says no to buying chocolate at a grocery store.
“What happens after the behavior?” Answer: Deena gets chocolate.

Explain Using this information to find patterns in antecedents and consequences, a hypothesis can

be made in regard to why the behavior is happening. If a child repeatedly engages in problem
behavior, he/she is most likely doing it because the behavior is functional or serves a purpose.
The child learns through repeated experience that,
• under specific Antecedent conditions,
• engaging in a particular Behavior,
• will reliably result in a particular Consequence or outcome.
In Deena’s example, she has learned that at the grocery store when she asks for chocolate
and her mother says no, her screaming and hitting behaviors would result in her mother
giving her what she had asked for. If we can identify the conditions under which challenging
behavior is likely to occur (triggering antecedents and maintaining consequences), we can
arrange environments in ways that reduce occurrences of challenging behaviors and teach
and encourage positive behaviors that can replace the challenging ones.
Note: You will find suggestions to different ways in dividing partici-

pants to groups in Appendix I of the Facilitator’s Guide.

Note: Walk around the groups while the participants are trying to iden-

tify the triggers, behavior and consequences to assist them if they need
further elaboration.
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Pair‐Think‐Share

Do

Ask
Do

Say
Do

Say

Say
Do

Arrange for parents/caregivers to sit in groups of 6 or 8 participant in each group.
participants to select and pair with another participant; possibly the one sitting next to them.
Give out copies of resource 7.2 to each participant. Post/write the following scenario on the
flipchart: Fadi is playing with the blocks at home. His sister, Basma approaches him to join in
the play with blocks. Fadi hits Basma on her arm and leg. After Fadi hits Basma, the mother
scolds him and calls Basma to play with dough.
“In pairs, read the given scenario. Based on the information presented, develop a hypothesis
statement, your prediction/guess as to why this behavior is happening. Try to be as specific as
possible. Answer the question: What specifically does the behavior look like?”
Allow 3 minutes for pairs to complete their work.
“Answer the questions on the resource that will help you develop a prediction about the triggers
of the behavior (Hypothesis Statement). (The participants could fill the table in Resource 7.2 or
discuss answers orally).
• What predicts the challenging behavior?
(Suggested response: As Fadi plays with blocks, his sister attempts to play with the same toy.)
• What does the challenging behavior look like?
(Suggested response: Fadi hits his sister on the arm and leg.)
• What occurs after the challenging behavior?
(Suggested response: The mother scolds Fadi and moves Basma to another toy.)
• What does Fadi try to obtain or escape/avoid?
(Suggested response: Fadi OBTAINS sole access to the blocks.)
After the pairs have discussed answering the questions,
“I would like for each pair to share with the small group your answers (hypotheses statement)
about the behavior.”
share with the entire group the answers to each of the questions above if needed.
Extension: Participants could be asked to look back at Table 1 in Re-

source 7.1 a where they recorded challenging behaviors related to their

children. They can be invited to identify the most common antecedents
and consequences of the challenging behaviors they have identified.
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Activities

2.

Managing Challenging Behaviors (35 minutes)
A. Developing a plan (20 minutes)

Say

Do

Talk

about it
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“Once we identify the meaning of the challenging behavior, we can identify a plan to change it.
We need to focus on three essential parts in the plan.”
1) Use prevention strategies to try to keep challenging behaviors from happening.
2) Teach the child new ways to communicate or new skills for participating in routines or
expectations.
3) Make sure that the child’s challenging behavior will not work for him or her.
Next show the participants the following video. After they watch the video, ask the participants,
“What prevention strategies were demonstrated in the video?” Take a few contributions and
move on to talk about it.

Prevention. First, we need to minimize the possibility that the child will use the challenging
behavior. By looking at the triggers of the challenging behavior, we will plan to make changes
so that we prevent the behavior from occurring. For example, if the child uses challenging
behavior when we say, “Time for shower,” you might give him/her a warning that helps him/her
get ready for “shower.” You might say, “10 minutes to shower time,” and then 5 minutes later,
“5 minutes to shower time”; and then announce, “Shower time”. It may also help to include
choices: “It is shower time now; you can choose to play with the sponges in water or with the
water shooter.” Sometimes changing the conditions of the task may minimize the likelihood
that the child will engage in challenging behavior. When the child will be calm, he/she would be
better able to learn the routine, or new skills. Another way of prevention is by noticing signals
before challenging behavior begins and redirecting the child into other activities. For example,
when it is time for playing and your child wants to play all alone with the puzzle you would say,
“Let us play with the blocks together with your brother/sister for ten minutes and then you
could play with the puzzle all alone. Set the timer for ten minutes to help your child sustain his
calm and know when he/she would have the “alone time.”
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For teaching of new skills, help the participants recall the strategies discussed in Module 5
such as modeling, role plays, video modeling, chaining, photographic schedules, social stories,
task analysis.

Do

The following two video examples demonstrate how we can make sure the child’s challenging
behavior does not work for him/her.
Show the following videos. Responding to Challenging Behavior to Get Attention and Responding
to Challenging Behavior to Avoid Something.
Extension: Participants could be asked to look back at Table 1 in

Resource 7.1 a where they recorded challenging behaviors related to

their children. They can be invited to develop a plan for the challenging
behavior they had identified.

Ask

After you show them to the participants,
• What do you do when such behaviors occur?
• What strategy has the video modelling helped you capture?
• Would you be able to apply such strategies in managing your child’s behavior
next time they occur?
Allow for as many responses as possible. Draw the participants attention to Handout 7.1
where they could read further about strategies to reduce occurrences of behaviors based on
different functions.

Say

Think and Share
“Look at the scenario in Resource 7.3. Develop a plan by following the guiding questions in
the table. Work individually for 3 minutes and then share and discuss your plans in the small
groups.”

Do

Walk around groups to facilitate discussions whenever needed. Signal the end of the activity.
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Activities

2.
Say

Managing Challenging Behaviors (35 minutes)
B. Encouraging positive behaviors: setting expectations clearly and giving
positive feedback (15 minutes)
“In order to encourage positive behaviors, we will begin with giving attention to the behaviors
we want to see more of.”

Explain Positive attention for positive behaviors: “Catching the child being good” and providing the
child with positive reinforcement for showing desirable behaviors helps maintain the ongoing
positive behavior. Positive attention enhances the quality of the relationship between the
parent/caregiver and children, and helps improve the child’s self‐esteem.

Communicating expectations clearly when challenging behaviors occur is the key to ensure
that children understand what they are expected to do instead of always receiving negative
consequences for when they act in a certain way. When communicating expectations of
behavior, positively state the appropriate behaviors you want to see. Instead of telling your
child “Don’t’ stand on the table.” You might say “Please put your feet on the ground.”
When your child starts showing the positive behaviors, name the positive behavior and
reinforce it. For example, you might say, “Finishing the food in your plate is a nice thing to do.”
Extension: You may want to print out the situation sentences on cards
and give them to the pairs to read and prepare ahead of time.

Say
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“Now let us look at the following example: Walid runs down the street when his parent/caregiver
takes him out to walk.
Avoid saying: Stop running!!!
Instead say/model: Hold my hand, stay with me, let us walk together. Sing a tune “This is the
way we walk down the street; we walk down the street; we walk down the street...”
Reinforce: the moment Walid walks, say, “You are walking next to me. Wow Walid!”
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“Now let us practice together! Could those of you who were working in pairs during the session
come to the front of the room, one pair at a time, as we will be doing a role play activity? One
of you will play the role of a child behaving in the way that I would be stated to you. The other
participant will be playing the role of the caregiver.” Now turn to the participant who will be
playing the role of the caregiver and say, “First say/model the appropriate behavior and then
provide your child with positive encouragement when your child demonstrates the skill.”
Give each participant playing the role of a child one of the following situations:
1. The child is climbing on the furniture in the living room.
2. The child is trying to touch the neighbor/friend who is visiting on his/her face.
3. The child is yelling at the caregiver/parent.
4. The child is whining as he/she wants to go out while the parent/caregiver is busy.
5. The child is standing on the chair.
6. The child hits his/her sibling.
7. The child is coloring on the table instead of the paper.
8. The child is throwing the cup, fork on the floor.
9. The child is playing with food with fingers.
10. The child is playing with the toilet flush, flushing it several times and watching the water run.
11. The child spits at a friend.
12. The child bites you on your hand.
Restate the following key points.
“When your child shows inappropriate behaviors:
• Tell your child what to do clearly instead of what not to do.
• Teach or demonstrate to your child by modeling or using a picture of the action.
• Remember to look for the functions of the behavior and try not to make it happen for the child.
• Be sensitive to the child’s developmental stage and skills in understanding social rules.
• Talk to your child using language he/she understands. Young children may not understand
negatives of action words.
• Encourage your child in a way that lets him/her know that he/she is showing the desired
behavior.
• Be enthusiastic and generous with encouragement.”

Note: Remember to always praise and thank parents when they actively
participate or complete tasks such as the one in this activity.
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Ask

Do

Say

Wrap up: (5 minutes)
“Are there any questions about the content covered and the activities done today?” Restate
the key ideas covered in understanding functions of behavior and identifying antecedents
and consequences to be able to make a plan to modify behaviors. Furthermore, focus on the
importance of positive communication and encouragement to teach and maintain desirable
behaviors.
Make a note of any questions, concerns or issues raised. Provide clarifications where required.

Home Activity: (5 minutes)
“For this week’s home activity, you will select one behavior that you find challenging and make
observations of your child to be able to understand the functions of the behavior, antecedents
and consequences. You will then teach your child the desirable behavior applying any of the
strategies covered in Module 5 and apply the positive encouragement technique covered in
the current module.”

Evaluation:

I like it and I will try to apply it (5 minutes)

Say

Do

Hold the soft ball in your hand and
“Now that we have come to the end of our first session, I am going to ask you to evaluate
your experience during this session. We will be doing this at the end of each session. I will
start with the following question: What did you like best about this session? As I am holding
the ball I will start and when I finish, I will pass the ball to those who would like to participate.
I liked best about the session that....
Pass the ball to the participant who is ready to answer the question. Take as many inputs as
participants are comfortable to share. If time allows, move to the next question: How was this
session helpful for you or for your child with disabilities?
Repeat the same procedure of receiving responses by passing the ball among participants.
Take note of their responses for you to refer back to in preparation for the future sessions.
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Links:
Positive Solutions for Families provides eight practical tips for parents of young children with
challenging behavior.
You can read further about autism and how self‐advocates regard it and regard themselves here
https://autisticadvocacy.org/book/start‐here/.
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Resource 7.3

Strategies to Use Based on Function/Purpose of the behavior.
If the function/purpose of the challenging beahvior is to obtain attention:
• Give frequent positive attention (e.g., tell your child “I love how you are listening!”).
• Teach appropriate ways to seek attention (e.g., teach your child to say, “Mummy, look!” to show you
something instead of crying or whining).
• Ignore challenging behaviors that are seeking for attention providede they are safe behaviors (e.g.,
a child laughs when you explain a behavioral expectation, ignore). Or make your self busy with an
activity, such as reading a book or making lunch, while your child is acting out.
If the function/purpose of the challenging beahvior is to escape:
• Teach appropriate ways to express their need (e.g., teach your child to ask, “Can I stop eating, I feel
full?” instead of throwing their food on the floor).
• Follow through with the demand. Do not let the negatie behavior let your child get away with it.
• Teach how to ask for help if a task is difficult.
• Teach the positive behavior or the needed skill through social stories, video modeling, positive
encouragement.
• Offer choices. Combine less preferred activities with ones the child loves. Make a FIRST/ THEN
picture sequence to help him understand the sequence of events. On the left side (under First)
of your board, put a picture or word to show the task your child needs to complete (e.g. washing
hands); do the same on right side (under Then) for the reward activity (e.g. have a snack, coloring
activity).
If the function/purpose of the challenging behavior is to access to tangible items:
• Teach appropriate ways to ask (e.g., “Can I please have juice?”).
• Follow through when the answer is no, to teach your child how to accept “no.”
• Provide scheduled toy and activity changes. Let your child know that a transition is coming by
counting down from 10 or using a timer for a -1minute warning. Point out what’s next on the visual
schedule.
• Organize the day in such a way that fun things always follow unlikable activities/tasks.
• Set limits on access to certain tangibles (e.g. “Remember we can have only two snack per day.”)
If the function/purpose of the challenging beahvior is for sensory stimulation or overload:
• Reinforce behavior that is incompatible with interfering behavior (e.g., keeping hands in lap, instead
of picking nose).
• Teach a replacement behavior (e.g., chewing gum instead of grinding teeth, squeezing a ball
instead of pinching).
• Provide opportunities for movement breaks (jumping on a trampoline, listening and dancing to
music or playing in a sandbox).
• Block or interrupt the behavior. For example, redirect hands down when they are trying to hit.
• Teach how to request for a break. You may encourage your child to refer to the visual schedule to
ask for the break.
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Objectives: Parents/caregivers will
• design toys and games that could be made from materials at home.
• engage in play with their children by applying positive communication
•
•
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strategies.
Parents/caregivers of adolescents with disabilities will practice active listening and
empathy as the core components of positive communication.
identify and focus on their adolescent’s strengths and capabilities, and their right
for making choices.
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Session overview:
12o minutes

Session Activity

Time

Welcome, Introduction, Attendance

5 min

Review of the Previous Session

5 min

Discussion about the Home Activity

10 min

Activity 1 for children and their parents/caregivers

50 min

Positive Communication Through Play
Activity 2 for adolescent and their parents/caregivers

50 min

Promoting Adolescents’ Right for Making Choices
Wrap‐up

5 min

Evaluation

5 min

Preparation Work for the facilitator:
In preparation for facilitating this session, you need to read through the following:
• The introduction to this curriculum.
• All 8 modules.
• The activities for this module, the handout and the resources.
You need to obtain the list of materials needed for this module. You need to prepare copies of
Resource 8.1 and 8.2 and Handout 8.1 for the group of parents/caregivers and children. You
need copies of Resource 8.3 for the group of parents/caregivers and adolescents.

Resources and Materials needed:
Resource 8.1, 8.2, 8.3
Handout 8.1

Adhesive papers for name tags
Markers for writing names
Flipchart or A3 papers Permanent Markers Scissors
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Introduction

Do

Welcome/Introduction/Attendance (5 minutes)
Organize the room with 4 to 6 chairs grouped together around tables so that
participants sit in groups upon their arrival and feel comfortable. Welcome each
participant warmly and enthusiastically as they enter the room. Focus especially
on children and adolescents. If there are any new comers to the group, introduce
yourself as the facilitator and welcome them to the session. Make sure that everyone
is comfortable and remind all participants to turn their cellphones to silent mode.
Take attendance for parents/caregivers and children or adolescents according to
each group.
Note: When new parents/caregivers join the group, ask them to intro-

duce themselves by stating their name, number of children they care
for, and perhaps talk a little more about the child with disabilities.

While waiting for all participants to arrive, ask the caregivers/parents and children/
adolescents who have arrived to prepare a name tag for themselves using the papers
(adhesive) and markers on the tables and stick them on their chests or anywhere
they feel comfortable and that would be visible.
Note: You will find sample attendance record forms in Appendix IV

of the Facilitator’s Guide.

Say

Review of the Previous Session (5 minutes)
“We will now try and remember what were the main points discussed during our
previous session. Who can tell me what were the main concepts we discussed?”
Receive their input and remind them about the key points in session 7.
• Identifying functions of behaviors
• Analyzing antecedents and consequences of challenging behaviors
• Managing difficult behaviors through prevention, teaching of new behavior skills,
and by positive encouragement
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HELLO
MY NAME IS

HELLO
MY NAME IS

Say

Discussion about the Home Activity (10 minutes)
“For the home activity, you were asked to select one behavior that you find challenging
and make observations of your child to be able to understand the functions of the
behavior, antecedents and consequences. You were also asked to teach the desirable
behavior applying role play modeling, storytelling, video modelling, prompting or
chaining and apply the positive encouragement technique covered in the module 7.”
Note: Acknowledge parents’/caregivers’ efforts and provide them with

encouraging remarks such as “I can see that you have applied the positive behavior management techniques and have achieved positive outcome for you and your child. Well done!”

Say
Do

“Who can tell me how this experience was? Did anyone find it challenging to apply
what we had practiced? What are some of the positive outcomes?” (Responses
would vary).
Receive as many interjections as possible and give positive feedback to the parents/
caregivers for their effort and engagement with their children at home.

Explain to the participants who are parents/caregivers of children that in this session they will
be having hands on activities with their children focusing on positive communication
and encouragement.
During the session with the parent/caregivers of the adolescents explain to the
participants (parent/caregiver and adolescents) that the adolescents will be
expressing their thoughts and practice making choices while the parents/caregivers
will practice active listening skills.
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Activities

1.

For children and their parents/caregivers
Positive communication through play (50 minutes)
Materials needed per parent/caregiver and child:
Writing pads and pens per each participant
A yarn of wool
A box full of the following leftover items:
shoe boxes, paper cups, empty plastic water bottles, bottle caps, toilet paper rolls, old
newspapers, strings, ribbons, straw, buttons, etc.
Also have available: cardboard, papers, scissors, toothpick, craft glue, paper glue stick,
adhesive/masking tape, coloring pencils, paint and brushes, or colorful markers.

Say
Say

Say

Ask
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Wam up
“We will play a game that is called All those. All children come stand in the middle of the room
in a circle and parents/caregivers stand right behind your child.”
“I will call statements such as: All those wearing socks, change your places. Then those children
who are wearing socks will change places with each other. Parents/caregivers kindly help your
child if they need assistance. Otherwise, just move from outside the circle and follow your child
if he/she has changed place.” Do: Continue the game with other calls such as the ones listed
below. The game brings out the common things between different children. Participants move
around and feel refreshed.
“All those.... with black hair, wearing glasses, who are 7 years old, who have a brother, who is
the oldest in the family, who is the youngest in the family, who loves animals, who is wearing
something yellow/red/blue, etc.”
After all children have moved at least once, end the warm up game and ask participants to be
seated.
the children: “How do you feel after this activity?” and receive few responses. Reflect their
answers back to them and move on. (e.g. If a child says that he or she felt happy, you would
say “I can see some of you felt happy, others felt....”

MODULE
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Adaptation: Try to look for what children are wearing or other characteristics to choose what you would call to ensure opportunity for
all children to move.

If any child has a mobility difficulty, give them a cut out of a hand
on a stick to raise if what you call applies to him/her. Then one of
the other children who would need to move could go and stand next
to him/her and you continue the same way for other calls.

Say

Do
Say

Communication game:
The purpose of this game is to enable children and their caregivers/parents to think about and
apply key aspects of good communication.
“I would like to ask each pair of parents/caregivers and children to sit back‐to‐back so that
you cannot see one another. I will give each one of you a drawing (from Resource 8.1) that you
will not show eachotherandapieceofpaperwithpencil. First,trytogiveexplanationofthedrawing
to your child while they try to draw it on the paper. Then when you finish, your children will
describe the drawing to you while they try to draw it.”
Allow time for the pairs to complete the activity.
“Now compare the pictures to the drawings. Were the drawings similar? Why or why not?
What did you learn from this game?” Now address the parents/caregivers and say, “What
conclusions about good communication can you make from this activity?”

Explain One factor that was an obstacle to positive communication is that parents/caregivers could

not use gestures and non‐verbal communication such as pointing, nodding and focused eye
contact that can help children with disabilities understand messages. Therefore, though in
some cultures use of gestures is difficult and does not come naturally, evidence shows that
the use of gestures and nonverbal cues enhance positive communication. Another factor
is that parents/caregivers could not see their children’s drawings to be able to give positive
encouragement from every small step that they could achieve. It is essential for parents/
caregivers to be able to give positive feedback for the smallest steps in any skill that their child
is attempting. Providing positive feedback might be challenging when parents and caregivers
of children with disabilities face economic resource constraints and barriers.
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Activities

1.

For children and their parents/caregivers
Positive communication through play (50 minutes)
Make a toy
Address the caregivers/parents and explain: Playing is a central and important part of child
development. It is the way children practice growing up and acquire many skills. Toys are the
tools children use in play. Toys can be obtained, or they can be made from everyday objects
found at home such as a kitchen pan lid for rhythm or paper sack puppets. Toys do not need to
be expensive or purchased. Anything children can play with safely can be a toy.
Toys can be used to develop physical or muscle development such as wagons, bikes, boxes,
puzzles, blocks, brooms, and shovels. They can be used for sensory development (touch, sight,
sound, taste, smell) such as water toys, musical instruments, bubbles, play dough, and sand
toys. Toys can enhance make‐believe and social development such as dolls, dress up clothes,
cars, trucks, games, and books. And toys can boost creative and intellectual development such
as clay, crayons, paints, books, paper, and scissors.
In addition to toy‐making, play can be integrated into daily routines as well (e.g. during bath
time, when cooking/eating, when doing laundry etc.). In cases where you may not have time to
make toys, you can find ways of involving children in daily routines and making these routines
fun/playful. Handout 1 gives examples of such activities.

Say
Do

Say
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Next, addressing the children,
“Many times children make their own toys, especially when their family cannot afford to buy
toys for them or cannot access the stores where toys are sold. Many children around the world
get very creative and make all sorts of toys! Let’s look at some examples.”
Show them the pictures on Resource 8.2 elaborating briefly what each one is and what they
are made of.
“Now we will try making some toys ourselves. Today, we will use these materials here to make
musical instruments or any other toys you would like. We will be creative! We will have about
20 minutes to work.”
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Say
Do

8

After about 10 minutes, try to get the group’s attention.
“I would like you to show and tell what you have made even if it is not finished as you will be
taking them home.”
Give chance to all children to share their creations. If time allows, have a short playing time
where everyone on the same table plays with all the toys made together!
Ending Game and Evaluation
Have a yarn of wool ready and hold it at the string.

Say

Do

Say

Do
Say
Say
Do

“I would like to ask each pair of parents/caregivers and children to stand in a circle again with
parents/caregivers behind each child for assistance if needed.”
Hold up the yarn.
“I will be throwing the yarn to one of you while holding the string in my hand. Once you receive
the yarn, you will say something that you liked about the session and throw it to another child.
Make sure you hold on to the string in your hand before throwing the yarn. We will continue till
everyone has taken a turn.”
Start the game by saying one thing you liked about the session and while keeping the thread
in your hand, throw the woolen ball/yarn to any child. This continues until all children have
received the yarn – making a network among the participants. When everyone has had a turn,
“During the session, we all formed a very nice network with each other which was initiated by
you.” Turn to the parents/caregivers and
“The network that was created among you parents/caregivers is very important. You can
maintain this network with each other as it could provide you with continuous support.”
Thank the parents/caregivers and children for their attendance and participation.

Links:
Some articles and videos on toy‐making activities:
https://www.unicef.org/parenting/child‐care/10‐playful‐educational‐activities‐ children‐disabilities
https://www.unicef.org/parenting/coronavirus‐covid‐19‐guide‐parents/indoor‐play‐ideas‐stimulate‐
young‐children‐home
https://www.unicef.org/parenting/child‐care/toys‐life
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Activities

2.

For adolescents and their parents/caregivers
Promoting Adolescents’ Right for making choices
(50 minutes)
Warm up

Say
Say
Do

Say

While parents/caregivers and adolescents are seated after the welcome, review, and discussion
of home activity,
“We will now do a warm up activity with the adolescents while I will kindly ask the parents/
caregivers to remain seated and watch them play.”
Look at the adolescents and
“We will play a game on making quick decisions. In order to play, you will need to be gathered
in the middle of the room.”
Make sure they all come to the middle of the room. Then
“I will give you two options. Each side of the room represents one option. The right side is
option 1 and the left side is option 2 (If needed, post on a paper numbers 1 and 2 on the
designated sides of the room). You will have to make a quick decision by moving to the side of
the room that best represents your choice. For example, I will say long hair or short hair. If you
prefer long hair, you will go to the right side (1), whereas if you prefer short hair you will go to
the left side (2).” Once participants indicate that they have understood the game, proceed by
saying the following statements and waiting for them to move:
• Chocolate or candy ?
• Arabic or English ?
• Reading or mathematics? • Dancing or singing?
• Red or blue ?
• Apple or banana?
• Dogs or cats?
• Basketball or football?
Materials needed per adolescent: Cardboard or poster board
Old magazines / Pictures / Pictures / Glue
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Adaptation: For an adolescent who has mobility difficulty, give him a
cut out of a hand with index finger pointing

on a stick and he/she

could point to the side of the room representing his choice.

Do
Say

Give the participants only a few seconds to make up their minds and encourage them to move
to either side as quickly as they can. When the activity finishes, ask the participants to return
to their seats.
“In this activity you had to take a quick decision about simple things. What examples can you
think of from situations in your daily lives where you have to take decisions?”. Elicit answers
and write them on the flipchart. Examples would be:
• What do I eat today?
• What clothes do I wear?
• WhatdoIdoinmyfreetime?
• Which friend do I talk to?
• What program do I watch?
Finish the activity by congratulating them for being decision makers in the warm up activity
and in situations in their everyday life.

My Good Qualities

Say
Say
Do

Say

Say
Say

Address the adolescents.
“Next we will be doing another activity. The aim of this activity is to help you recognize your
individual strengths as well as what you want to improve about yourselves.” Now turn to the
parents/caregivers.
“To help adolescents thrive, recognizing their strengths is just as important as working on
their challenges. Working together will help both of you see your child’s strengths.”
Give out to each participant/adolescent a copy of Resource 8.3.
“Take a look at the sheet in front of you. In the first section, you will write or draw your strengths/
good qualities and/or accomplishments, and in the second section you will write or draw one
thing about yourselves that you would like to improve and/or one thing you would like to learn.
You will be discussing your strengths with your parents/caregivers before you write about
them or draw them.” Now turn to the parents/caregivers and
“You will be listening to your son/daughter actively and prompting them whenever needed.”
After the activity is completed by the parent/caregiver and adolescent pairs of participants,
“Now that you have completed discussions, each adolescent will share what you wrote or
drew within the group that you are seated in.”
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Activities

2.

For adolescents and their parents/caregivers
Promoting Adolescents’ Right for making choices
(50 minutes)
Extension: You can tell parents/caregivers and adolescents that as an

extension, when they go home, they can write each of the good qualities/strengths on a strip of paper and glue them in a way to make

them a chain. Every time the adolescent can think of a new strength/
good quality, they may add to the chain.

Say

After participants share their strengths with the other participants, ask them about their
reflections about the activity.
“Was there any good quality/strength that you had not thought of before and were happy to
realize? How did it feel to talk about your strengths/good qualities or accomplishments with
others?”

Do

Allow for as many adolescents to participate as possible. Thank the participants for their input.

My Goals for My Future
In this activity, adolescents will be encouraged to think about their future and select goals
for themselves. By using pictures, magazine cut‐outs, and symbols, parent/caregivers will be
supporting their adolescents with disabilities to explore their hopes and dreams for the future.
The outcome will be each adolescent generating his/her own choices of pictures to use as the
basis of the conversation. These might include pictures depicting people, places and things
that they like or dislike in their lives, and the things that they would like to have and do in
the future. This activity will help create visual tool of items adolescents hope to achieve and
provides them with a constant reminder of their goals.
Adaptation: depending on the needs of the participants, if the term

“future” is vague, tell them to dream about when they are 20 years old.
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Say
Say

Say

Say

Say
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Steps to follow:
Give out the materials needed for this activity. the materials needed for this activity. Address
the parents/caregivers.
“In this activity, each parent/caregiver will support his/her son/daughter whenever needed.”
Then look at the adolescents.
“You will now think about your future and make choices about different aspects of your lives
in the future. Sit quietly in your seats and close your eyes gently. While your eyes are closed,
take three deep breaths. Now try to imagine that time is passing fast and we are in the future.
Picture yourself in the future. Where are you? Who are the people around you? What are you
doing? What things do you have in your life that make you happy? Try to dream or wish for
whatever makes you happy. Try to remember your dream when you open your eyes so you
complete this next activity about your dream. Now gently open your eyes.”
“Now you will try to transfer the image of your dream into this cardboard by using pictures and
images. Your parents/caregivers will be helping you. Remember that this is your dream. These
are your choices!” Turn to the parents/caregivers.
“You can assist and guide your sons/daughters by asking them one or more of the following
questions:
• What are things you have in your life that you like?
• What are the things/people/activities that make you happy?
• What do you like about your family that you wish to have in the future?
• Who are the people that you feel most supported by?
• What do you wish to have that you do not have yet?
• Where would you love to live in the future?
• With who would you like to be living in the future?”
Once adolescents discuss answers to each question,
“Now look at the materials you have for this activity. Try to locate a picture or image that
matches your answers to the questions. Do the same for few or all of the questions above.
Once you find a picture or image, cut it out and place it on the board. If you are unable to find a
picture or image matching your dream or goal, you can use markers to draw your goal or hope/
dream for your future. Once you have finished collecting all images, organize them on the
board in a way that you like and glue them.” Once all participants have completed this stage,
“I am happy to see your wonderful posters. Now write a sentence under each picture that
states why you have chosen that picture or image. For example, you may write: I like going
out with friends. under the image of friends. I would like to travel by plane one day under the
picture of a plane. I like to continue planting next to a picture of a plant.” Explain: Once they are
finished, they will take their board with them and put it in a place at home that they can see it
every day to remind them of their goals, hopes and dreams!
If time allows, let participants present to the whole group their choices of goals, dreams and
hopes for their future. Encourage each participant enthusiastically and invite the group to
encourage each other as well.
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Activities

2.

For adolescents and their parents/caregivers
Promoting Adolescents’ Right for making choices
(50 minutes)
Ending Game and Evaluation

Say
Do
Say
Do
Say
Say
Do
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Have a yarn of wool ready and hold it at the string.
“I would like to ask each pair of parents/caregivers and adolescents to stand in a circle again
with parents/caregivers behind each adolescent for assistance if needed.”
Hold up the yarn and
“I will be throwing the yarn to one of you while holding the string in my hand. Once you receive
the yarn, you will say something that you liked about the session and throw it to another child.
Make sure you hold on to the string in your hand before throwing the yarn. We will continue till
everyone has taken a turn.”
Start the game by saying one thing you liked about the session and while keeping the thread
in your hand, throw the woolen ball/yarn to any child. This continues until all adolescents have
received the yarn – making a network among the participants. When everyone has had a turn,
“During the session, we all formed a very nice network with each other which was initiated by
you.” Turn to the parents/caregivers.
“The network that was created among you parents/caregivers is very important. You can
maintain this network with each other as it could provide you with continuous support.”
Thank the parents/caregivers and adolescents for their attendance and participation.
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Links:
You may find role playing scripts for parents and adolescents in the UNICEF QUDWA toolbox.
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Resource 8.1
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Resource 8.2

1

2
3

4

1. Plastic bottle toys:https://godiygo.com/24-creative-diy-plastic-bottle-toys-for-the-natural-friendly-project/
2. Bowling from plastic bottles: https://www.pbs.org/parents/crafts-and-experiments/go-bowling-with-plastic-bottles
3. Shakers/rattles: https://www.allkidsnetwork.com/crafts/summer/beach-shaker-bottle.asp
4. Puppets and cars from toilet rolls: https://www.findingmyselfyoung.com/2020/03/45-games-toys-crafts-decorationspainting-activities-to-do-and-make-from-toilet-paper-rolls-cardboard-tubes.html
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It's About Me
My Strengths/Good Qualities
AND/OR Accomplishments
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One thing I want to improve
AND/OR One thing I want to learn
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HANDOUTS
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8

https://www.unicef.org/parenting/child-care/playtime-anytime
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